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PREFACE 

This dissertation is presented in the form of four research articles (all under review for 

publication) with a preceding consolidating discussion. The co-authors have given their 

consent to use these articles for the purpose of this master’s degree.  

The title of the first paper (Appendix A) is: “The glycemic effect of several lifestyle factors 

on inflammation.” Co-authors for the first article are Prof. E.H. Mathews and Prof. L. 

Liebenberg. This article discusses the effects of several lifestyle factors on the inflammatory 

response employing high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) as a biomarker for 

inflammation. It quantifies each lifestyle factor in terms of a state of the art model, namely 

equivalent teaspoons sugar ( ) and emphasises the importance of blood glucose in the 

development of inflammation.  

The title for the second paper (Appendix B) is: “Blood glucose and coronary heart disease: 

Comparing lifestyle effects.” Co-authors for this article are Prof. E.H. Mathews, Mr G. 

Mathews and Prof. L. Liebenberg. It investigates the role of blood glucose on coronary heart 

disease and employs a common unit in which lifestyle factors can be quantified in terms of 

their glycaemic effect.  

The third paper (Appendix C), “The effect of cigarette smoking on blood glucose and 

coronary heart disease”, shows the link between cigarette smoking, blood glucose and the 

adverse implications thereof on coronary heart disease. For this paper, the co-authors were 

Prof. E.H. Mathews and Prof. L. Liebenberg. 

The title of the final paper is: “The effect of various lifestyle factors on blood glucose and 

breast cancer” (Appendix D). This paper presents the glycaemic effects of lifestyle factors, 

using the  model for quantification purposes. The co-authors for this paper are Prof. 

E.H. Mathews and Prof. L. Liebenberg. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: Both coronary heart disease (CHD) and breast cancer (BC) are multifactorial 

diseases with complex aetiologies. Various research publications suggest that inflammation is 

the link between several chronic illnesses such as BC and CHD. Inflammation is influenced 

by several different lifestyle factors, such as excessive food intake, alcohol consumption, 

stress, smoking, exercise and fibre intake. The systemic effects of each of these lifestyles on 

CHD and BC have yet to be integrated. It also is unclear which of these factors has the largest 

impact on the different chronic diseases, as they are quantified in different units. However, it 

is known that blood glucose (BG) levels are directly linked to inflammation and, therefore, to 

CHD and BC. 

Aim: To develop a comprehensive model to account for the variety of systemic influences on 

CHD and BC, with an emphasis on lifestyles and the inflammatory state. The interconnected 

nature of the lifestyle effects and of inflammatory pathways necessitates the development of a 

unifying system property, chosen to be BG. 

Method: A common unit known as  (equivalent teaspoons of sugar) was developed for 

each of the above lifestyle factors, quantifying each factor in terms of its BG (glycaemic) 

effect. Data were collected from various published meta-studies and transformed using the 

 model. A systems engineering approach was followed to investigate the numerous 

cross-couplings that exist between the CHD and BC pathogenetic factors and lifestyle effects. 

This resulted in graphical representations illustrating the effects the different lifestyle factors 

have on inflammation, as well as the relative risk (RR) for BC and CHD.  

Results: Stress, excessive food intake and smoking contribute to increased BG levels. High 

BG levels are associated with increased levels of inflammation, RR for CHD and RR for BC. 

Psychological stress is the largest contributor to inflammation and the risk for CHD and BC. 

It increased hs-CRP (an important biomarker for CHD) values four-fold, RR for CHD 4.4 

fold and RR for BC 2.5 fold. Dietary fibre intake, low to moderate intensity exercise and 
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moderate alcohol consumption are inversely associated BG levels. Lower BG levels are 

related to a decrease in inflammation and risk for BC and CHD. Low to moderate exercise 

had the strongest anti-inflammatory effect and reduced BC risk approximately two-fold. 

Moderate alcohol consumption plays an important role in the reduction of RR for CHD. 

Conclusion: A systems engineering-based analysis of CHD and BC reveals the 

interconnected, systemic nature of these diseases. Despite their complex aetiologies, both 

diseases show the pivotal role of BG in disease progression or proliferation. This highlights 

the importance of glucose controlled therapeutics and lifestyle interventions in managing 

CHD and BC. 

Key words: Blood glucose (BG), chronic diseases, coronary heart disease (CHD), breast 

cancer (BC), inflammation, lifestyle factors, cigarette smoking, psychological stress, alcohol, 

dietary fibre, excessive food intake, physical exercise, equivalent teaspoons sugar ( ), 

relative risk (RR), C-reactive protein (CRP), grams (g) of fibre, grams (g) of ethanol , 

cigarettes per day, Metabolic Equivalent (METs), Glycaemic Load (GL), insulin sensitivity, 

blood pressure, blood viscosity and insulin resistance 
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GLOSSARY 

Advanced glycation end products: Reducing sugars which react with proteins in a 

translational modification process. The products are made up of a heterogeneous group of 

irreversible adducts known as advanced glycation end products.
1
  

Apoptosis: Single cell death, usually through shrinkage of the cell, condensation of 

chromatin and fragmentation of the cell into membrane bound bodies which are removed by 

phagocytosis.
2
  

Atherogenesis: The process by which sub-intimal plaques are formed in the blood vessels.
3
  

Blood glucose (BG): Glucose is the body’s primary source of energy and is transported 

around the body via the blood. Blood glucose is produced through catabolising carbohydrates 

(CHOs) as well as proteins and fats.
4
  

Breast cancer (BC): A type of cancer that originates most commonly from the inner lining 

of the milk ducts (ductal carcinomas) or lobules (lobular carcinomas) of the breast.
5
 

Carcinogenesis: The process responsible for the formation and promotion of cancer.
3
 

                                                 

 

1
 Vlassara H, Li YM, Imani F, Wojciechowicz D, Yang Z, Liu FT, Cerami A. Identification of 

galectin-3 as a high-affinity binding protein for advanced glycation end products (AGE): A new 

member of the age-receptor complex. Molecular Medicine. 1995;1(6):634-646. 

2
 Dorland's Medical Dictionary for Health Consumers. 1st ed. Huntington Valley: Elsevier Health 

Sciences; 2007. 

3
 Mosby's Medical Dictionary. 8th ed. St. Louis: Elsevier Health Sciences; 2008. 

4
 Concise Dictionary of Modern Medicine: McGraw-Hill Medical; 2005. 

5
 Sariego J. Breast cancer in the young patient. The American Surgeon. 2010;76(12):1397-400. 
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Coronary heart disease (CHD): CHD comprises of the narrowing or obstruction of the 

coronary blood vessels, caused by atheromas forming inside the capillary walls, also known 

as hardening of the arteries (atherosclerosis).
6
  

Cytokines: Regulatory proteins, such as lymphokines and interleukins that are produced by 

immune system cells and act as intercellular mediators in the modulation of immune 

response.
3
 

Diapedesis: The passage of red or white blood cells and other biological corpuscles through 

the lining of the endothelium, without damage to the vessel.
3
 

Dyslipidaemia: Abnormal levels of lipids and lipoproteins in the blood. Examples include 

high blood cholesterol, high triglyceride levels, high levels of low density cholesterol and low 

levels of high density cholesterol.
7
 

Fibrinolysis: The continuous process in which fibrin is decomposed by fibrinolysin. It is the 

mechanism for the elimination of small fibrin clots. Usually initiated by anoxia (absence of 

oxygen) or the inflammatory response.
3
 

Foam cells: Cells found in atheroma derived from macrophages, smooth muscle cells and 

lipids.
8
 

Gluconeogenesis: The process by which glucose is synthesised from sources other than 

CHOs, such as amino and fatty acids.
.2

 

                                                 

 

6
 Encyclopedia Medline Plus, June 22, 2012. 

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/007115.htm. (Accessed October 04, 2012). 

7
 Anon.Dyslipidaemia. Exercise is Medicine. 2011;1(1):1-2. 

8
 Stary HC, Chandler AB, Glagov S, Guyton JR, Insull W, Rosenfeld ME, Schaffer SA, Schwartz CJ, 

Wagner WD, Wissler RW. A definition of initial, fatty streak, and intermediate lesions of 

atherosclerosis. Circulation. 1994;89(5):2462-2478. 
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Glycogenolysis: The process by which glycogen is converted into glucose.
3
 

Hazard ratio (HR): It measures how often a certain event happens in one group compared to 

another group, over time. In clinical trials, it is often used, for example, to measure the 

survival of a particular group of people who are subjected to a specific treatment compared to 

a control group receiving no treatment or a placebo.
9
  

Hypertension: It is a chronic medical condition referring to increased blood pressure.
3
 

Leukocytes: A white blood cell with the primary function being to protect the body against 

microorganisms causing disease. Leukocytes can be classified in two groups: Granular and 

non-granular.
2
 

Lipid rafts: Microdomains from the plasma membrane that consists of high levels of 

cholesterol and glycated lipids.
10

 

Metalloproteinase: Metalloproteinase is an enzyme responsible for the breakdown of protein 

such as collagen. They require zinc or calcium atoms in order to function. These enzymes are 

often involved in tumour cell invasion and metastasis, wound healing and angiogenesis.
11

  

Monocyte: A phagocytic white blood cell with a single nucleus and fine granules in the 

cytoplasm. 3-8% of the white blood cells in the human body are monocytes.
12

  

Nuclear Pleomorphism: The changeability of the nucleus of a cell, its size as well as shape.
2 

                                                 

 

9
 NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms. National Cancer Institute. http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary? 

(Accessed October 31, 2012). 

10
 Pike LJ. Lipid rafts. Journal of Lipid Research. 2003;44:655-667. 

11
 Longe JL, Gale T. The Gale Encyclopaedia of cancer: A guide to cancer and its treatments. 2nd ed: 

Gale Group; 2005. 

12
 The American Heritage Medical Dictionary: Houghton Mifflin Company; 2004. 
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Odds ratio (OR): A measure of the odds of an event occurring in a particular group 

compared to the same event occurring in another group. In clinical studies, odds ratios are 

used to find out if the exposure of a certain substance will increase the risk of developing a 

certain type of illness. The odds of exposure are determined in both groups and then 

compared.
9 

Relative risk (RR): It determines the risk of a specific event taking place in one group 

compared to the same event happening in another group. In clinical trials, relative risk is 

often used to compare the risk of contracting a certain disease or illness through for example 

the exposure to a certain substance. A comparison is made between a control group and the 

exposure group and the risk is compared. A relative risk of one suggests that there is no 

difference between the two groups in terms of their risk of contracting a disease.
 9

 

Serine proteinases: Enzymes that cleave peptide bonds in proteins. Serine acts as the 

nucleophillic amino acid at the active site of the enzyme. In the human body, serine 

proteinases co-ordinates digestion, the immune response, blood coagulation and 

reproduction.
13

 

Stenosis: The narrowing of an opening or passage-way in the body. In arteries, stenosis is 

caused by a build-up of atherosclerotic plaque, disease or other disorder.
11

  

Thrombosis: Involves the formation of a blood clot that obstructs the blood flow in blood 

vessels, either completely leading to infarction or partially causing tissue death.
11

 

Triglycerides: Esters consisting of three fatty acids and a glycerol. The fatty acids can either 

be the same or different. Triglycerides are the primary lipids constituting fats and oils and 

their function is to store chemical energy in the human body.
12

 

 

                                                 

 

13
 Hedstrom L. Serine proteinase mechanism and specificity. Chemical Reviews. 2002;102(12):4501-

4524. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction provides the background information that illustrates the importance of 

doing research on the different topics considered in this study. It also gives an overview of 

the purpose, aim, scope and structure of the mini-dissertation. 
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1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Chronic disease statistics 

Chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease, cancer and diabetes are leading causes of 

death globally [1]. In 2005, statistics showed that of all global deaths 60% were due to 

chronic diseases, primarily cardiovascular disease followed by diabetes and cancer, 

respectively [1]. 

Cardiovascular disease can be divided into several different components with the two 

predominant ones being coronary heart disease (CHD) and ischaemic stroke [1]. The 

American Heart Association completed a study on CHD and stroke death rates in 2007 and it 

was found that almost 50% of cardiovascular deaths in the United States (USA) are a 

consequence of CHD [2]. In Figure 1 the breakdown for cardiovascular deaths in the USA in 

2007 is provided [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Breakdown of cardiovascular deaths in the USA (2007) [2] 

When considering all the deaths in the USA in 2007, one in six deaths was caused by CHD. 

This means that an American dies approximately every minute from a coronary event [2]. 

CHD is not only responsible for deaths in the USA - worldwide approximately 3.8 million 

men and 3.4 million women die annually from CHD [3]. 

Another chronic disease known for its major death tolls is cancer. A study done on cancer 

death rates in 2011 illustrated that of all deaths one in four in the USA can be attributed to 
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cancer [4]. Breast cancer (BC) for females and prostate cancer for males are the cancers 

diagnosed most frequently in the USA. The rates at which females in the USA are diagnosed 

with different types of cancer are illustrated in Figure 2. It is apparent that BC for women is 

the most popular diagnosed cancer over the past 32 years [4]. 

 

Figure 2: Yearly female cancer incidence rates adjusted for age  [4] 

 

Worldwide BC is also the most frequent cancer among women. Statistics from 2008 show 

that approximately 1.38 million people were diagnosed with BC [5]. While BC ranks as the 

fifth cause of death from cancer overall, it is still the most common cause of death in women 

worldwide [5]. 

From these statistics it is evident that both BC and CHD are major public health concerns in 

the USA and the world. It is therefore, becoming increasingly important to understand the 
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epidemiology of these diseases and to have sufficient knowledge of the underlying causes 

and the preventative measures that can be taken. 

1.2. Problem statement 

Blood glucose (BG) is known to play a vital role in the development of both CHD and BC 

[6], [7]. Research has shown that an increase in BG leads to an increase in risk of both of 

these diseases [6], [7]. It is believed that both these illnesses can be linked to inflammation 

which is also known to be fuelled by high BG levels [8], [9]. 

There are many research publications showing how different lifestyle factors impact 

inflammation and the risk for both BC and CHD. There are, however, no publications that 

integrate the effect which the lifestyle factors have on BG and then in turn its effect on 

inflammation, CHD and cancer. 

The lifestyle factors that are often researched include: Excessive food intake, psychological 

stress, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, dietary fibre intake and physical exercise. 

These different lifestyle factors are quantified in different units making it difficult to 

understand the impact each of these have on the chronic diseases mentioned in comparison to 

one another. A common unit will be able to provide a way to illustrate which lifestyle factor 

is the largest contributor to these diseases and also which factor contributes the most to the 

prevention of inflammation, BC and CHD.  

1.3. Aim 

To develop a comprehensive model that accounts for the variety of systemic influences on 

CHD and BC, with an emphasis on lifestyle factors and the inflammatory state. The 

interconnected nature of the lifestyle effects and of the inflammatory pathways necessitates 

the development of a unifying system property, chosen to be BG.  
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A common energy term known as  (equivalent teaspoons sugar) will be used to quantify 

the different lifestyle factors in the same glycaemic unit. RR and CRP data from various 

publications will be analysed and combined to give illustrations of the effect of the different 

lifestyle factors through their glycaemic effect on inflammation, BC and CHD. In this way, 

the lifestyle effects on these diseases can be compared and the importance of BG in these 

chronic diseases will be proven.  

1.4. Scope and structure of dissertation 

This dissertation forms a consolidated discussion of four articles, all of which are under 

review for publication. Due to the nature of this dissertation, repetition of information from 

the articles is inevitable. The articles discuss the role of Blood Glucose (BG) in inflammation, 

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) and Breast Cancer (BC) separately, using a state of the art 

quantification method ( ). This consolidated discussion integrates the information from 

the different articles, providing an all-encompassing discussion as to the role of BG in 

chronic disease.  

A systems engineering approach is followed to ensure the role of BG in each disease is 

emphasised. Because of the interconnected pathways associated with the development of both 

CHD and BC, a systems based methodology will illustrate the atherogenic and carcinogenic 

processes in a more simplified manner. This will enable the reader to see the effects of BG on 

the two chronic diseases at a micro- and macroscopic level.  

The major factors that influence each disease will be investigated separately, followed by a 

look at the effect of BG on each factor. The lifestyle factors’ effects on BG will also be 

investigated independently, after which, all the effects will be combined in a consolidated 

process diagram. The lifestyle effects on BG are then quantified in terms of . This 

model, in combination with clinical data from published studies, enables comparisons to be 

drawn between lifestyle effects and the different chronic diseases. The consolidated diagram 

of effects and the results obtained accentuates the role of BG in the development of 

inflammation, CHD and BC. Figure 3 is a summary of the process followed in this 

dissertation. 
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Figure 3: The systems engineering process followed in this dissertation 

The structure of this dissertation can be found in Figure 4. 

.

Inflammation, 
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1. Major pathways 
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3. The effect of different lifestyle factors on 

BG 
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6. Use of published data to model comparisons 

4. Consolidation of effects 
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Figure 4: Structure of dissertation 
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2. STATE-OF-THE-ART: BLOOD 

GLUCOSE, INFLAMMATION, 

CORONARY HEART DISEASE, AND 

BREAST CANCER 

The chapter provides relevant information from existing publications in the field to equip the 

reader with the knowledge to understand some of the more multifaceted details in the 

dissertation. The mechanisms that link BG, inflammation and the different chronic diseases 

are explained in a simplified manner. 
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2.1. Inflammation 

2.1.1. Introduction 

The inflammatory response mechanism is a complex one involving various intricate 

pathways and details. For the purpose of this dissertation, only the relevant mechanisms will 

be explained and discussed. This involves an overview of the acute and chronic inflammatory 

response mechanism, the role of BG in inflammation and C-reactive protein as a biomarker 

of the inflammatory state. 

Inflammation is the body’s complex immune defence mechanism that acts in response to 

tissue injury; it makes use of leucocytes from the circulatory system to destroy invasive 

foreign substances that could cause damage to tissues [10], [11]. Acute inflammation is a 

favourable response, the innate immune response acts within minutes and is supported, if 

necessary, by the adaptive immune system to reconstruct tissue and destroy unwanted agents 

within a couple of days [10]. 

If, however, it fails to destroy all the foreign substances or the termination of the process is 

inefficient, it can lead to chronic or systemic inflammation [10]. Systemic inflammation is 

linked to various chronic diseases such as CHD, diabetes mellitus, cancer and rheumatoid 

arthritis [12], [13]. 

2.1.2. Mechanism for inflammation  

Damage is caused to cells through, for example, injury. The affected cells respond by up -

regulating heat shock proteins, initiating macrophages to release cytokines (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-

1), as well as highly reactive oxidants (which help in the elimination of pathogens) and 

reactive nitrogen species [14]. It also initiates lipid mediators, such as complement cleavage, 

(C5A) through enzymatic degradation of membrane phosphor lipids [14]. The increase in 

cytokines and lipid mediators activate and modify endothelial cells causing extravasion of 

neutrophils by diapedesis. The accumulation of neutrophils at the affected area creates a 

physical barrier that promotes blood coagulation and tissue repair (redness and heat) [14]. 
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The endothelial cells also become more permeable, which allows plasma fluid and proteins to 

leak into tissues. The plasma fluid activates dendritic cells to migrate to the lymph nodes and 

cause drainage into lymph (swelling and pain) [14]. Chronic wounds fail to go through this 

usual sequence of tissue repair and, instead, remain in a chronic state of inflammation [15]. 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines and adhesion molecules (such as VCAM-1) are 

continuously produced, creating a hostile micro environment inducing further tissue damage 

rather than tissue repair [15]. IL-6 is a major contributor to chronic inflammation as it is 

involved in the transition of neutrophil to monocyte recruitment [11]. Extended IL-6 presence 

causes neutrophillic apoptosis, phagocytosis and mononuclear cell recruitment at the site of 

injury [11]. To stop chronic inflammation, treatments such as anti-inflammatory drugs are 

used to inhibit the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (responsible for inducing the 

inflammatory response) [11]. Down-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines breaks the 

chronic inflammatory loop [11]. The simplified mechanism for inflammation can be seen in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Summarised mechanism for inflammation, adapted from [14] 

2.1.3. The role of BG in inflammation 

Hyperglycaemia is a state where an excessive amount of glucose is present in the blood (i.e. 

higher than 6 mmol/L) [16]. High BG levels are known to fuel inflammation [17]. It has been 

suggested that the mechanism by which high BG fuels inflammation can be unified is through 

increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by the mitochondria [17]. Increased 

ROS activate the following four biochemical processes: Increased flux through the 

hexosamine and polyol pathway, increased production of advanced glycation end products 

(AGEs) and the activation of protein kinase C [17]. 

The four pathways, in turn, lead to increased levels of inflammation each in its specific way. 

The pathways and their connection to inflammation are summarised in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Hyperglycaemia and its contribution to inflammation, adapted from [17] 

2.1.4. High sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP)  

High sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) is synthesised in the liver in response to IL-6, 

and has been identified as the first marker for low-grade inflammation [18], [19]. It has been 

widely studied and is currently one of the only trustworthy biomarkers for chronic 

inflammation [18]. hs-CRP is a part of the pentraxin family, and is found in the blood [20]. In 

chronic inflammation, cytokine levels are elevated which leads to raised levels of hs-CRP 

[21]. Levels of hs-CRP are measured with the high sensitivity test that measures low levels of 

hs-CRP in the blood. Levels lower than 1 mg/L are regarded as normal, levels between 1- 3 

mg/L are considered to be slightly elevated and above 3 mg/L are known as high hs-CRP 

levels and associated with inflammation [21]. hs-CRP, in the past was known as only a 

biomarker for inflammation but is currently also used as a predictor for endothelial 

dysfunction and atherosclerosis [21].  
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2.2. Coronary heart disease (CHD) 

2.2.1. Introduction 

CHD comprises of the narrowing or obstruction of the coronary blood vessels, caused by 

atheromas forming inside the capillary walls. This is also known as hardening of the arteries 

(atherosclerosis) [22]. An atheroma is an atherosclerotic lesion caused by the accumulation of 

macrophages and debris containing cholesterol and fibrous tissue [23]. Atheromas exist in a 

stable and unstable state. Stable atheromas stay intact and cause stenosis, whereas unstable 

atheromas are prone to rupture and can cause occlusive thrombus formation [24]. Most 

myocardial infarctions are caused by thrombosis [25]. 

There are several factors that play a major role in the development of CHD. These factors are 

all influenced by BG [6] and will be discussed in terms of the effect BG has on each factor. 

The factors include: Insulin resistance, high blood viscosity [26], [27], blood coagulation 

[28], [29], hypertension [30], dyslipidaemia [31], endothelial dysfunction [32] and 

inflammation [33].  

2.2.2. Insulin resistance 

Insulin is an anabolic hormone secreted by the pancreas. While its primary responsibility is 

glucose homeostasis, it also plays a role in lipid metabolism [34]. Insulin ensures the uptake 

of glucose from the blood into the muscles and increases lipid synthesis in the liver [34]. 

Insulin resistance is a state where the cells no longer respond to insulin, causing BG and 

insulin levels to rise and the body to enter a state of hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia 

[34]. 

Insulin resistance is shown to be a risk factor for atherosclerosis and CHD [35]. It also 

contributes to other risk factors such as inflammation [36], hypertension [37], blood 

coagulation [38], dyslipidaemia [39] and endothelial dysfunction [40]. The role of insulin 

resistance and its effect on each of the risk factors mentioned will be discussed in the relevant 

sections of the chapter. 
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2.2.3. High blood viscosity 

High blood viscosity is associated to increased risk of CHD [26], [27]. The following factors 

are shown to correspond to increased blood viscosity: Hyperglycaemia, water loss, lower 

blood temperature, fat ingestion and increased mass of leukocytes, blood and erythrocytes 

and low blood flow [41]. Blood with a higher viscosity is more abrasive and can cause areas 

of low wall shear stress in the arteries [42], [43]. Shear stress is proportional to the product of 

the blood viscosity and the spatial gradient blood velocity at the endothelium wall [44].  

Low shear stress in the wall of the arteries leads to a variety of atherogenic complications. 

Firstly, it reduces nitric oxide (NO), which possesses anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, anti-

vasodilatory and anti-thrombotic properties [44]. In arterial regions with low shear stress, the 

bioavailability of NO is reduced (through ROS produced in these regions) [44]. The 

messenger RNA molecule (eNOS) and protein expression are reduced [44], [45]. 

Furthermore, in conjunction with up-regulating edothelin-1, known for its strong vaso-

constrictive properties, it down-regulates prostacyclin, which is a vasodilatory mitogenic 

substance [44]. All of these factors act together and expose the arteries to atherogenesis [44], 

[45]. 

Secondly, low shear stress promotes the synthesis of LDL cholesterol, as well as its 

permeability and uptake [44]. It stimulates sterol regulatory binding proteins, which are 

responsible for the up-regulation of the LDL receptor and cholesterol and fatty acid synthesis 

[44]. Accumulation of cholesterol in the arteries is one of the leading causes for 

atherosclerosis and CHD [46] and will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 2.2.6.  

When LDL cholesterol gets entrapped in the endothelial wall, it is prone to oxidative 

modification [44]. Low endothelial wall shear stress increases the secretion of ROS through 

enhancing gene expression and transcriptional activity of the primary oxidation enzymes 

[44]. It also decreases the ROS scavengers, increasing oxidative stress [44]. Oxidative stress 

enhances atherosclerosis through inflammation and NO reduction [44]. 

Lastly, low shear stress in the endothelium enhances inflammation. Entrapped LDL 

molecules and increased ROS concentrations stimulate the inflammatory response [44]. 
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Inflammation promotes atherosclerosis and its mechanism in atherosclerosis will be discussed 

in paragraph 2.2.8. A summary of the effect of hyperglycaemia on blood viscosity and 

atherosclerosis is given in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Summary of the effects of hyperglycaemia and high blood viscosity on 

atherosclerosis 

2.2.4. Blood coagulation 

Under normal physiological conditions, the coagulation system reacts in response to the 

rupture of the endothelium and ensures that blood is exposed to the extravascular tissue and 

forms a platelet plug that stops the bleeding [28]. Blood coagulation consists of platelet 

adhesion, activation and accumulation of fibrin and fibrinolysis. These three elements interact 

with one another [29].  

In pathophysiological conditions, these three elements cause a blood clot (thrombosis) inside 

the vessels, which leads to atherosclerosis [29], [28]. The formation of a blood clot, requires 

an altered blood vessel endothelium (i.e. endothelial dysfunction or inflammation), changed 

blood pressure (i.e. hypertension) and altered blood composition (i.e. increased blood 

viscosity or coagulation) [29], [28]. 
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The primary mechanism for the initiation of blood coagulation is the tissue factor (TF) 

pathway [29]. This pathway involves the formation of the tissue factor VII /factor VIII 

complex that promotes the intrinsic pathway of coagulation that forms thrombin and fibrin 

[29]. Platelet adhesion and activation, as well as interactions with leukocytes, expedite 

thrombin development through delivering catalytic surfaces. These catalytic surfaces express 

tissue factor and coagulation proteinases, which accelerate thrombin formation [29], [28].  

Insulin resistance syndrome is often responsible for the body being in a state of 

hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia [47]. Hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia have 

been reported to activate the tissue factor pathway through increasing circulating tissue factor 

pro-coagulant levels, tissue factor VII,VIII activity levels, monocyte tissue factor expression 

and plasma thrombin generation [48]. Furthermore, the combination of hyperglycaemia and 

hyperinsulinaemia also increases platelet aggregation [48]. The combination of the activation 

of the tissue factor pathway with the platelet aggregation increases blood coagulation and 

create a pro-thrombotic and atherosclerotic environment [48]. 

Blood coagulation is also closely related (by also being a part of the host defense response) to 

inflammation which is another key factor in the development of atherosclerosis [49]. These 

factors are linked in three ways [49]. Firstly, through the endothelium, both respond with 

adhesive protein expression to damage caused to the endothelium. Secondly, through 

platelets, both are responsible for platelet activation which then secretes proteins with pro-

inflammatory and pro-coagulant properties [49].  

The third connection is serine proteinases which are responsible for activation of 

inflammation and coagulation cells [49]. Integration between these systems, whereby 

inflammation initiates and fuels coagulation but also that coagulation is responsible in part 

for activating inflammation, has been documented [49]. Combined inflammation and blood 

coagulation promotes atherosclerosis and CHD [49].  
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Figure 8: Summary of the effects of hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia on blood 

coagulation and atherosclerosis 

2.2.5. Hypertension 

Hypertension is a known risk factor for coronary heart disease [30]. Studies show that 

hyperglycaemia contributes to the physiology of hypertension through the generation of ROS 

[50]. ROS inactivates NO (vasodilator agent), which then contributes in the re-modelling 

process of the endothelial wall causing endothelial dysfunction [51]. This increases peripheral 

resistance, increases cardiac contractibility, baroreceptor sensitivity and adrenergic activity 

[51]. Together, this leads to increased blood pressure [51].  

Lipid accumulation is one of the key features in hypertension [52]. Firstly, dyslipidaemia and 

the oxidation of LDL cholesterol contribute to endothelial dysfunction [52]. The 

accumulation of cholesterol also contributes to insulin resistance, as well as peripheral 

resistance in the arteries, which promotes hypertension [37]. Dyslipidaemia and hypertension 

almost always exist together. Blood viscosity is another important subject when considering 

hypertension. High BG levels increase the blood viscosity which, therefore, contributes to 

increased blood flow resistance and consequently hypertension [53].  
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Figure 9: Summary of hyperglycaemia on hypertension and atherosclerosis 

2.2.6. Dyslipidaemia 

High density lipoprotein (HDL) is known as “good cholesterol” and low density lipoprotein 

(LDL) or very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) is considered “bad cholesterol” [54], [55]. 

Low levels of HDL, high levels of LDL/VLDL (i.e. dyslipidaemia), oxidised LDL/VLDL and 

glycated LDL/VLDL are associated with increased risk for coronary heart disease [54], [55].  

Apolipoproteins (lipoproteins attached to proteins) undergo glycation in hyperglycaemic 

conditions [56]. Glycated lipoproteins are more susceptible to oxidation [56] [57]. Oxidised 

LDL induces inflammation through the expression of inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, 

as well as CRP [56] [57]. Glycated LDL is regarded as more toxic as it suppresses NO 

production, alters the anti-thrombic properties of the endothelium, enhances the expression of 

adhesion molecules and inflammatory molecules and induces cell death [56].  

Hyperglycaemia also reduces the uptake of LDL through the LDL receptor [56]. This is due 

to the glycation of apolipoproteins taking place near the receptor binding site, that alters the 

receptors affinity [56]. Due to the fact that the plasma concentration of LDL corresponds to 

blood sugar and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1C), hyperglycaemia directly adds to 
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hyperlipidaemia by postponing the clearance of LDL [56]. AGE proteins also attach to LDL 

initiating a further delay in LDL uptake [56].  

Lipase activity is reduced under hyperglycaemic conditions, which leads to the glycation of 

VLDL and explains the increased levels of triglycerides [56]. Decreased HDL levels also 

contribute to the delay of LDL clearance [54]. HDL is responsible for the absorption of 

VLDL and LDL and if, therefore, HDL levels are lowered, less VLDL and LDL can be 

removed from the endothelium [54]. 

Insulin resistance is another major risk factor for dyslipidaemia; this can be attributed to 

increased levels of triglyceride rich apolipoproteins being produced at a much faster rate by 

the intestine in persons suffering from insulin resistance [39]. This increased triglyceride rich 

apolipoproteins is another factor that adds to the impaired clearance of LDL [39].  

Increased LDL and VLDL cholesterol accumulates on the endothelium lining, stimulating the 

inflammatory response [58], [59] and contributing to endothelial dysfunction [52] and 

atherosclerosis [52]. 

 

Figure 10: Summary of the effect of hyperglycaemia on dyslipidaemia and atherosclerosis 
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2.2.7. Endothelial dysfunction 

The endothelium is responsible for the maintenance of vascular homeostasis [52]. It regulates 

the balance between vasodilation and vasoconstriction, the initiation and inhibition of 

muscular cell proliferation and migration, as well as atherogenesis and fibrinolysis [52]. As 

soon as this balance is disrupted, endothelial dysfunction is the outcome and causes 

impairment to the endothelium wall [52].  

Endothelial dysfunction is usually caused by a loss of NO bioactivity in the wall of the artery 

[60], [61]. NO reacts with the ROS to form peroxynitrate in the endothelium and increases 

the production of angiotensin-II (ANG-II) (the peptide hormone responsible for 

vasoconstriction). The influx of ANG-II causes impairment of the endothelium’s vaso-

constricting/relaxing properties, leading to endothelial dysfunction and hypertension [60], 

[61]. As previously discussed, ROS production is often a cause of high BG levels [32]. 

Dyslipidaemia also plays a large role in endothelium dysfunction. Increased LDL cholesterol 

levels, allow more LDL to undergo oxidation by ROS [52]. Oxidised LDL increases the 

production of caveolin-1, which inhibits NO synthesis and further reductions in NO stimulate 

endothelium dysfunction [52].  

Insulin resistance is also often associated with endothelial dysfunction, not only through 

inducing hyperglycaemic states but also by influencing the endothelium derived NO [40]. 

If, however, the endothelium is damaged it cannot function properly and these effects are 

disturbed. Consequently, the endothelium becomes unstable and unable to resist platelet 

adhesion, inflammation and cholesterol accumulation and an atherogenic environment exist 

[52].  
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Figure 11: Summary of the effects of hyperglycaemia on endothelial dysfunction and 

atherosclerosis 

2.2.8. Inflammation 

CHD is known as an inflammatory disease and without inflammation, the development of 

atherosclerosis is unlikely [33]. Therefore, inflammation is considered the leading cause of 

CHD [33]. The inflammatory mechanism, together with metabolic risk factors, activate and 

proliferate lesions and drives the rupture of these atheromas in arteries [33], [59], [62]. High 

BG levels increase the potential for inflammation [63], as previously discussed. The role of 

inflammation in atherosclerosis and CHD will be discussed in more detail. 

The role of inflammation in atherosclerosis:  

Stage 1: Leukocyte adhesion 

Under normal circumstances, leukocytes adhere poorly to the arterial endothelium, but if the 

endothelium is in a state of inflammation, adhesion molecules (such as VCAM-1) are 

expressed causing leukocytes to readily bind to the artery wall [58], [59]. Inflammatory 

cytokines are also expressed, which causes blood monocytes (most popular cells in 

inflammation) to attach to the leukocytes. These cells are dominant in plaque formation [58], 

[59]. The cytokines ensure the migration of the monocytes into the intima where they can be 

transformed into macrophages [58], [59]. The macrophages are augmented into expressing 
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scavenger receptors by inflammatory mediators, which engulf the lipid particles. These 

inflammatory mediators also cause replication of macrophages within the intima [58], [59]. 

 Stage 2: Atheroma formation and proliferation 

The cytoplasm becomes saturated with lipids and the formation of the foam cells typically 

found in atherosclerotic lesions exists [58], [59]. Proliferation of the macrophages within the 

intima occurs, causing enzymes to be released by the inflammatory response. These enzymes 

can cause destruction to the extra cellular matrix [58], [59]. Pro-inflammatory mediators 

contribute by inhibiting collagen synthesis, resulting in a thin fibrous cap of the atheroma, 

which is prone to rupture [58], [59]. These atheromas, present in the arteries, cause 

obstruction and narrowing of arteries making efficient blood flow to the heart difficult. This 

results in the heart having to work harder and contributes to CHD [58], [59]. 

Stage 3: Thrombus formation 

If rupture occurs, tissue factor is initiated by inflammatory signalling and induces thrombus 

formation [58], [59]. Thrombus obstructs arterial blood flow to the heart and is the leading 

cause for myocardial infarction [58], [59]. 

 

Figure 12: Inflammations role in atherosclerosis and CHD [64] 
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2.3. Cancer 

2.3.1. Introduction 

The average adult human is composed of nearly 10
15

 cells [65]. These cells develop all the 

tissues and organs in the human body through cell division and differentiation [65], [66]. 

Even though during cell division there are multiple regulatory systems that ensure that 

normal proliferation occurs, mutations resulting from damage to the genome do occur. When 

these mutations accumulate, it leads to cancer [65], [66]. The genome damage can be a result 

of a number of endogenous developments for example: errors in DNA replication, chemical 

instability of DNA bases or from free radical attack [65], [66].  

Exogenous factors such as UV and ionising radiation, as well as chemical carcinogens, can 

also cause genome damage [66]. Cells have evolved to repair these damages but mistakes can 

still occur and cause mutations [65]. It is important to understand that the genome damage is 

not the mutagenic event, but the cell division in response to the damage that causes a change 

in the DNA and this is known as the mutation [65], [66]. Proliferation is, therefore, the key in 

formation of mutations and malignancy of cancer cells. These malignant cells grow clonally 

to form tumours, which exhibit the potential to metastasise [66]. 

Malignant growth can be attributed to six essential alterations in cell physiology namely: 

Growth self-sufficiency, insensitivity to growth and growth inhibitory signals, evasion of 

apoptosis (cell death), limitless replicative properties, continuous angiogenesis (growth of 

blood vessels) and tissue invasion metastasis [67]. These physiological changes are 

developed during tumourigenesis and are shared by most, or perhaps all, types of human 

tumours [67].  

In this paragraph, a brief discussion will be given on BC and the pathology of the two most 

popular types of invasive carcinomas. BG plays a central role in the development of BC and, 

therefore, the factors that influence BC through BG will be deliberated. 
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2.3.2. Breast cancer (BC) 

As seen in the introduction, BC is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women in the 

world and one of the leading causes of death [68]. BC is often known as an assortment of 

different diseases, which originate in the same anatomical organ with different risk factors, 

clinical and pathological features and even different responses to therapy [69], [70].  

The mammary epithelium gives rise to a variety of carcinomas which, depending on how 

they are diagnosed, can amount to between 20 and 30. This is a remarkable phenomenon if 

you consider that the mammary epithelium is derived embryologically from a single 

ectodermal primordium [71]. Carcinoma cells are identified by their loss of organised cell 

patterns; they exhibit no cell to cell contact inhibition or basement membrane anchorage-

dependent growth [71].  

BC can be classified into subgroups through either its histological grade or type. Grade 

classification is an assessment of the differentiation and proliferation degree (i.e. tubule 

formation, nuclear pleomorphism and mitotic index) of a tumour [69]. Whereas type is more 

frequently used to describe a tumour to the ordinary person and refers to the growth of the 

tumour [69].  

BC can either be non-invasive (in situ), which refers to the cancer being situated in the 

epithelial lining of the terminal duct lobular unit and is usually where the carcinoma 

originally originates, or it can be invasive, which refers to the cancerous cells growing 

through the ducts or lobules into the tissue of the breast [72]. These cells, especially ductal 

carcinomas, often continue to grow at a rapid pace and cause a lump or thickening and can 

metastasise through the blood or lymph nodes into other parts of the body [72].  

Usually, invasive carcinoma presents itself as a breast mass; but sometimes it shows itself 

through nipple discharge or breast pain. If the invasive tumour is small it might only be 

identified through a mammography [72]. Invasive ductal carcinomas are the most common 

type of breast cancer. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), 50-80% of breast 

cancer patients around the world have this type of carcinoma [69]. The second most popular 

carcinoma is the invasive lobular carcinoma, which accounts for 5-15% of the breast cancer 
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population [69]. These two types of invasive breast cancer will, therefore, be focussed on in 

this dissertation.  

I. Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) 

The IDC is not a homogenous group; the feature that defines these carcinomas is the lack of 

similar defining characteristics [69], [71]. IDCs are also often known as infiltrating ductal 

carcinoma, nonspecific (IDC-NOS) or no special type (IDC-NST) [69], [73]. Their cells 

range from being small and uniform to large and wildly pleomorphic [71]. Arrangement of 

these IDCs can either be in sheets, in nodules of varying sizes or in neoplastic grand like 

constructions [71]. The unrefined masses formed by IDCs are multi-nodular or stellate. 

Multi-nodular masses are composed of neoplastic cells with fibrotic centres and smooth 

embossed outlines, which are predominantly located in the periphery. Stellate masses have a 

central dense core from which long tentacle-like projections protrude [71]. These projections 

contain carcinogenic ducts and are surrounded by mixed elastic and collagen tissue [71]. 

Figure 13 is an illustration of a normal duct, an in situ ductal carcinoma and an IDC. 

 

Figure 13: A representation of a normal duct, an in situ ductal carcinoma and an IDC [74] 
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II. Invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) 

ILCs morphological features are different from IDCs. They consist of single, or sometimes 

small clusters of, neoplastic cells dispersed about in an “Indian file” pattern around the non-

neoplastic ducts [71]. ILC have slight cytoplasm and appear insipid. When they infiltrate, 

ILCs do not characteristically terminate anatomical structures [75]. Due to their unique 

growth pattern these carcinoma often fail to form cancerous masses, making ILCs difficult to 

diagnose with palpitation or mammography [75]. In Figure 14, an illustration of a typical ILC 

can be found. Notice the single tumour cells infiltrating the stoma in the targeted pattern 

around the uninvolved duct [75].  

 

Figure 14: An illustration of a typical ILC [77] 

2.3.3 Important factors influencing the development of BC 

There are several key factors associated with the development of BC. The way in which these 

factors are linked to BC will be discussed as well as the BG contribution to each. The 

following risk factors will be considered: Insulin resistance [78], inflammation [79], [80], 

endogenous hormones (i.e. oestrogen) [81] and lipid profiles [82]. 

I. Insulin resistance 

Hyperinsulinaemia either directly affects BC risk by stimulating the receptors in the breast 

tissue or indirectly by inducing the secretion of insulin growth factor (IGF-I). IGF-I is 

responsible for increased production of sex steroids, such as androgens, and the reduction of 

sex-hormone-binding-globulin [78]. Elevated levels of androgens increase cellular growth 
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and proliferation via the androgen receptor and also initiate tissue oestrogen levels to rise –

this enhances BC development [78].  

Hyperglycaemia directly influences BC risk [79]. Neoplastic cells are known to use glucose 

for proliferation. Increased BG levels ensure increased glucose metabolism toward the 

pentose pathways, which is one of the key metabolic features of malignant tissues [79].  

 

Figure 15: Summary of the effects of hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia on 

carcinogenesis 

II. Lipid profiles 

Total cholesterol and LDL/VLDL cholesterol have been shown to play a crucial role in the 

carcinogenesis of the breast [80]. Hyperglycaemia increases LDL/VLDL levels and reduces 

HDL cholesterol levels [80]. The role of HDL cholesterol in cancer development is still 

unclear. Many studies indicate that increased levels of HDL are associated with BC risk and, 

in other publications, the contradiction is true [81], [82]. Several studies, however, show that 

LDL/VLDL and total cholesterol influence the growth and the metastatic potential of breast 

carcinomas through numerous mechanisms [81], [82]. These mechanisms are responsible for 

the proliferation and migration of cancerous cells [82].  
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Cholesterol also plays a key role in the development of lipid rafts, which serve as platforms 

for various signalling pathways including the migration and invasion cascades [81]. If 

cholesterol levels are reduced, lipid raft formation is disturbed, that inhibits the cell signalling 

events involved in breast cancer development [81].  

Cholesterol is also active in the regulation of oestrogens and high levels of oestrogen are 

associated with cellular signalling pathways, which cause breast cancer [81]. 

 

Figure 16: The effect of hyperglycaemia on cholesterol and carcinogenesis 

III. Endogenous hormones (i.e. oestrogen) 

Sex hormones are produced throughout a woman’s life and vary considerably with age. The 

three hormones of importance include androgens, oestrogen and progesterone. Oestrogens are 

the most significant hormone secreted by the ovaries in terms of their morphogenetic and 

mitogenetic abilities [83]. Androgens (testosterones and androstenedione) are a precursor of 

oestrogen and are secreted by the ovaries as well as the adrenals. Androgens are present in 

similar levels to oestradiol (type of oestrogen) in the pre-ovulation peak and rise to much 

higher concentrations during the menstrual cycle [83]. After menopause, the secretion of 
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oestrogen and progesterone fall, but androgen secretion prevails, making it the dominant sex 

hormone throughout a woman’s life [83]. 

As previously discussed, hyperglycaemia is associated with insulin resistance, which causes 

the secretion of IGF-I that elevates androgen levels [78]. Androgens are responsible for breast 

carcinogenesis through aromatisation of androgens into oestrogen (oestradiol particularly) 

[84]. 

Oestradiol contributes to breast carcinogenesis through two pathways that can be found in 

Figure 17 [85]:  

 

Figure 17: Pathway in which oestrogen contributes to the initiation, promotion and 

progression of BC, adapted from [85] 
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It should be noted that postmenopausal women are more prone to BC. This can be illustrated 

by the cells adapting to the lower oestrogen concentrations by increasing number of cell 

cycles, therefore, increasing the probability of DNA replication errors and mutations [83].  

IV. Inflammation 

The link between carcinogenesis and inflammation has been thoroughly researched [86]. 

Chronic inflammation has been proven to increase apoptosis resistance and proliferation of 

cells which promote carcinogenesis [86]. The ROS and RNS produced in the inflammatory 

response act as chemical effectors in inflammation driven carcinogenesis [87]. In Figure 18 

the role of inflammation through ROS and RNS production on carcinogenesis is illustrated.  

 

Figure 18: The role of inflammation in carcinogenesis through ROS and RNS, adapted from 

[87] 
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Over-expression of cytokines in the inflammatory response also promotes tumour initiation 

[86]. Pro-inflammatory cytokines up-regulate cyclo-oxygenase (COX-2), which is an enzyme 

responsible for the production of prostaglandins [88]. Increased prostaglandin levels ensure 

increased levels of growth factors and metalloproteinases, which decrease cell differentiation, 

inhibit apoptosis, induce vasodilation and carcinogenesis [88]. IL-6 is known as a pro-

angiogenic cytokine [88]. It promotes the growth of new blood vessels required for breast 

tumour growth [88]. High BG levels increase ROS levels, as well as IL-6 levels, which are 

both involved in the promotion of BC [88]. 

2.4. Conclusion 

BG plays a central role in inflammation and the development of CHD and BC. 

Hyperglycaemia is responsible for the production of increased ROS which activates four 

biochemical processes and leads to increased inflammation (increased flux through the 

hexosamine and polyol pathway, increased production of AGEs and the activation of PKC). 

Important factors that promote atherosclerosis and CHD include: Insulin resistance, high 

blood viscosity, increased blood coagulation, hypertension, dyslipidaemia, endothelial 

dysfunction and inflammation. All these factors are interlinked and increased BG levels 

adversely affect all of them.  

Insulin resistance, increased lipid accumulation, endogenous hormones and inflammation are 

the primary contributors to carcinogenesis and BC. These factors, once again are fuelled by 

increased BG levels.   
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3. STATE-OF-THE-ART: LIFESTYLE 

EFFECTS ON INFLAMMATION, 

CORONARY HEART DISEASE AND 

BREAST CANCER 

In this chapter, the available literature on the effects of different lifestyle factors on 

inflammation, CHD and BC is summarised. The glycaemic effects of the lifestyle factors, as 

well as their contributions to inflammation and the two chronic diseases, are explained. The 

mechanisms consolidating the effects of the lifestyle factors (in terms of their effect on BG) on 

CHD and BC are presented.  
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3.1. Introduction 

There are several factors that influence the initiation and development of chronic diseases, 

such as CHD and cancer. Fewer than 15% of the risk factors are genetic, with the balance 

being epigenetic factors such as lifestyle factors one can control. These lifestyle factors are, 

therefore, of particular interest and several articles have been published that investigate the 

effect of these different lifestyle factors on inflammation, CHD and BC. In this dissertation 

the following lifestyle factors are focussed on: Excessive food intake, psychological stress, 

cigarette smoking, dietary fibre intake, moderate alcohol consumption and physical exercise. 

The effect these lifestyle factors have on BG is of particular importance and will be 

discussed. The studies available on the effect of these lifestyle factors on inflammation, CHD 

and BC will also be presented.  

3.2. Lifestyle factors that increase BG levels 

I. Excessive food intake (GI and GL) 

Carbohydrates (CHOs) are the primary source of energy in the average person’s diet [89]. 

They are made up of sugar units. A simple CHO consists of one (monosaccharide) or two 

(disaccharide) sugar units, where complex CHOs are made up of many sugar units 

(polysaccharide) linked together [90]. When CHOs are ingested, they are catabolised, usually 

in the small intestine, into monosaccharides such as glucose and absorbed into the blood [90]. 

BG levels rise and insulin is secreted by the pancreas in response. This ensures that BG levels 

do not rise too high and induce hyperglycaemia, but instead are transported to the cells to 

provide energy for the body or to store for later use [91]. 

CHO intake is often quantified in terms of Glycaemic index (GI) and Glycaemic load (GL). 

The definition of GI is the incremental effect that the CHO in a food has on BG levels; it is 

expressed as a percentage of the effect of an equal amount of glucose [92]. To calculate the 

GL, the GI is multiplied by the amount of CHO consumed [93]. CHOs with high GI values 

are broken down into glucose quickly providing spikes in BG levels and increases short term 

satiety, whereas, low GI CHOs are broken down slowly resulting in sustained satiety in the 

long term [93], [94]. Excessive food intake leads to obesity, which is often responsible for 
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insulin resistance [95]. Obesity is associated with decreased adiponectin levels [95]. 

Adiponectin is a hormone found in the adipose tissue and is known for its anti-inflammatory 

and anti-atherosclerotic properties [96]. Adiponectin expression is initiated by insulin and 

inhibited by TNF-α [95]. Decreased adiponectin levels cause elevated TNF-α and IL-6 

production. IL-6, as previously discussed, plays a large role in the initiation of the 

inflammatory response [97]. TNF-α, causes increased levels of tyrosine phosphatases [95]. 

They are responsible for the de-phosphorylation of the insulin receptor, contributing to 

insulin resistance [95]. Adiponectin also activates AMP kinase, which enhances glucose 

uptake in the muscles and increases fatty acid oxidation in the muscles, as well as the liver, to 

contribute to insulin resistance [98]. 

II. Psychological stress 

Prolonged high-level psychological stress stimulates the hypothalamic adrenocortical axis, 

which initiates the production of cortisol [99], [100]. Cortisol is involved in hepatic 

gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis. With increased psychological stress, cortisol levels 

increase which, in turn, elevates BG levels, glucagon, growth hormones and catecholamines 

[99].  

Increased levels of catecholamines increase norepinephrine production, which is responsible 

for lipolysis and the release of free fatty acids into the blood stream [101]. Free fatty acids, in 

turn, serve as substrate for the synthesis of triglycerides and hepatic production of LDL and 

VLDL cholesterol [101]. 

Increased cholesterol levels can lead to obesity, which is again linked to decreased 

adiponectin levels, insulin resistance and inflammation [95], [98]. 

III. Cigarette smoking 

Insulin resistance has been said to be the crucial link between cigarette smoking and chronic 

disease [102]. Adiponectin is an important anti-inflammatory protein known for its insulin 

sensitising abilities. Cigarette smoking reduces the adiponectin production and increases 

TNF- α and IL-6 levels leading to insulin resistance and inflammation [102].  
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3.3. Blood glucose lowering lifestyle factors 

I. Dietary fibre intake  

The majority of health benefits associated with fibre intake is due to its viscosity [103]. The 

viscosity of fibre is responsible for decreased digestion rates of nutrients and inhibition of 

bulk absorption of food in the small intestine [103]. Fibre is, therefore, known to have a low 

GI value and adding fibre to a meal will, in turn, lower the GI of the meal [103].  

Slower absorption rates associated with fibre intake is also responsible for the reduction in 

glucose absorption in the small intestine, which ensures a lower rise in circulating insulin and 

lipids [103]. Lower postprandial insulin levels are responsible for the suppression of free fatty 

acids, causing an increase in insulin sensitivity [103]. Increased insulin sensitivity ensures 

that glucose is withdrawn from the blood at a faster rate, resulting in better BG control [103]. 

Another benefit of dietary fibre intake is the lowering of total cholesterol and LDL 

cholesterol [104]. Dietary fibre is said to act on the gastrointestinal tract decreasing 

absorption of cholesterol and fatty acids. It is also suggested that dietary fibre reduces 

cholesterol synthesis through alteration of hormones and fatty acids, which affect lipid 

metabolism [104]. 

The BG and cholesterol lowering effects, as well as its insulin sensitising properties, are 

responsible for dietary fibre intake being associated with a decrease in inflammation and RR 

for both CHD and BC [105], [106], [107]. 

II. Moderate alcohol consumption 

The liver produces glucose from non-CHO substances, such as protein and fat. Moderate 

alcohol consumption suppresses the liver’s ability to produce glucose via gluconeogenesis 

and glycogenolysis, lowering BG levels [108], [109], [110].  
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It also leads to increased hepatic production of HDL cholesterol. Increased HDL cholesterol 

removes cholesterol such as (VLDL and LDL) from arterial walls enhancing efflux of 

cholesterol back to the liver where it can be re-processed or excreted as bile salts [110]. 

Decreased VLDL and LDL cholesterol levels are associated with reduced inflammation, 

hypertension and atherosclerosis [54], [55].  

Moderate alcohol consumption is associated with increased insulin sensitivity [96]. The link 

between moderate alcohol consumption and increased insulin sensitivity is thought to be 

through increased adiponectin levels [96]. This hormone reduces levels of TNF-α, which 

have long been implicated in decreased insulin sensitivity [112]. Several in vitro studies have 

shown that increased adiponectin reduces both TNF-α and its insulin desensitising effects 

[112].  

III. Physical exercise 

Physical exercise plays an important role in the prevention of chronic diseases [113]. When 

participating in physical exercise the muscles require additional energy and, therefore, utilises 

the glucose in the blood [114]. If the BG source is depleted, the muscles then depend on the 

liver to break down other substances, such as fat and protein, into glucose to supply the 

required energy [114]. Physical exercise is, therefore, associated with the lowering of BG 

[114]. 

Furthermore, physical activity has an anti-inflammatory effect. It supresses the production of 

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF- α, as well as other inflammatory markers such 

as hs-CRP [115]. It also enhances the production of anti-inflammatory indices such IL-4 and 

IL-10 [115]. 

Physical activity is associated with weight loss, which is accompanied by increased 

adiponectin levels and increased insulin sensitivity [114], [115]. Increased adiponectin levels 

also contribute to the anti-inflammatory effect [115]. In addition, adiponectin stimulates 

synthesis of eNOS, which is known to improve endothelial dysfunction [115]. 
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3.4. Summary of effects 

Psychological stress, cigarette smoking and excessive food intake are associated with 

increased BG levels and are associated with inflammation and insulin resistance in particular. 

Dietary fibre intake, moderate alcohol consumption and physical exercise are responsible for 

a decrease in BG levels and have insulin sensitising and anti-inflammatory properties. 

Increased BG levels are related to an increase in CHD and BC risk. Reduced BG levels are 

linked to a decrease in CHD and BC risk.  
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3.5. The effect of different lifestyle factors on inflammation, CHD and BC 

In Table 1 the studies which investigated the effect of the different lifestyle factors on inflammation (hs-CRP levels), RR for CHD and RR for 

BC are presented with their outcome. 

Table 1: Studies available in literature that investigated the effect of different lifestyle factors on inflammation, CHD and BC 

Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Excessive food intake 

[116] 

EPICOR study 

(32 578) 

CHD Women 

Increased RR for CHD with increased 

GL. Comparing top and bottom 

quintiles: 2.24 (95% CI; 1.26-3.98). 

[117] 

HWCS study 

(5 830) 

CHD Men & women 

Increased RR for CHD with increased 

GL. Comparing top and bottom 

quintiles: 2.64 (95% CI; 1.15-6.58). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[118] 

Nurse’s health study 

(75 521) 

CHD Women 

Increased RR for CHD with increased 

GL. Comparing top and bottom 

quintiles: 1.98 (95% CI; 1.41-2.77). 

[119] 

EPIC-Morgen study 

(8 855) 

CHD Men 

Increased RR for CHD with increased GI 

and GL. Comparing top and bottom 

quintiles: 1.17 (95%CI; 1.02-1.35). 

[120] 

WHS study 

(39 876) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Women 

Increased GL increased hs-CRP levels. 

Comparing top and bottom quintiles: hs-

CRP increase = 0.21 mg/L. 

[121] 

Prospective observational 

study 

(641) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Men & women 

Increased GL increased hs-CRP levels. 

hs- CRP levels increased from a 

minimum of 0.03 mg/L to a maximum of 

9.6 mg/L. 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[122] 

WHS 

(39 876) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Women 

Increased GL increased hs-CRP levels. 

hs-CRP for the lowest quintile of dietary 

glycaemic load was 1.9 mg/L and 3.7 

mg/L for the highest quintile. 

[78] 

Swedish Mammography 

Cohort 

(61 433) 

BC Women 

Increased GL associated with increased 

RR for BC. Comparing extreme 

quintiles: 1.34(95% CI; 0.93-1.94). 

[123] 

ORDET study 

(10 786) 

BC Women 

Increased GL is associated with 

increased RR for BC. Comparing 

extreme quintiles: 2.53(95% CI; 1.54-

4.16). 

[124] 

EPIC Italy study 

(26 066) 

BC Women 

Increased GL is associated with 

increased RR for BC. Comparing highest 

vs. lowest quintile: RR 1.45 (95% CI; 

1.06-1.99). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[125] 

SWHS study 

(75 221) 

BC Women 

Increased GL associated with increased 

RR for BC. Increase of RR ranging from 

1 (reference) to a maximum of 1.53 

(95% CI; 0.96-2.45). 

[126] 

Case control study 

(2588) 

BC Women 

Increased GL associated with increase 

RR for BC. Increase of RR ranging from 

1 (reference) to a maximum of 1.34 

(95% CI; 1.10-1.61). 

[127] 
Meta-analysis: 10 prospective 

cohort studies (577,538) 
BC Women 

Increased GL associated with increased 

BC risk. Comparing highest and lowest 

quintiles: RR 1.04 (95% CI; 0.95-1.15). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Dietary fibre intake 

[106] 

Japan public health centre 

COHORT 

(65 803) 

CHD Men 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased RR for CHD. A decrease from 

RR of 1 (reference) to 0.71 (95% CI; 

0.53-0.95) at the highest quintile. 

[128] 

EPIC-Norfolk study 

(25 639) 

CHD Men & women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased RR for CHD. Comparing 

highest to lowest quintiles: RR 0.84 

(95% CI; 0.79-0.90). 

[129] 

NHS study 

(68 782) 

CHD Women 
Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased RR for CHD. Comparing 

highest to lowest quintiles: RR 0.81 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(95% CI; 0.66-0.99). 

[130] 

Mixed pool COHORT 

 

CHD Men and Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased RR for CHD. Overall fibre 

intake was associated with a 14% 

decrease in RR for CHD: 0.86 (95% CI; 

0.78-0.96). 

[105] 

NHANES study 

(4 880) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased hs-CRP levels. hs-CRP levels 

decreased with 2.4 mg/L from the lowest 

to the highest fibre quintile. 

[131] 

DASH diet study 

(35) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 
Increased fibre intake is associated with 

decreased hs-CRP levels. Overall mean 

hs-CRP level changed from 4.4-3.8 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

mg/L. 

[107] 

NIH–AARP study 

(185 598) 

BC Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

cancer prevention (postmenopausal 

women). Comparing highest to lowest 

quintile: RR 0.87 (95% CI; 0.77-0.98). 

[132] 

HEAL study 

(688) 

BC Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

cancer prevention. Comparing high fibre 

intake to low fibre intake: RR 0.53 (95% 

CI; 0.23-1.23). 

[133] 

UKWCS study 

(35 792) 

BC Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

cancer prevention. Highest to lowest 

quintile comparison: RR 0.48 (95% CI 

0.24-0.96). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[134] Mixed pool study BC Women 

Increased fibre intake is associated with 

cancer prevention. Highest to lowest 

quintile comparison: RR 0.89 (95% CI; 

0.83-0.96). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Moderate alcohol consumption 

[135] 

Mixed pool study 

(266 986) 

CHD Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

the RR for CHD. For women moderate 

alcohol consumption reduces RR for 

CHD from 1(reference) to 0.68 (95% CI; 

0.59-0.80). For men moderate alcohol 

consumption reduces RR for CHD from 

1 (reference) to 0.83 (95% CI; 0.74-

0.92). 

[136] 

Japan collaborative COHORT 

(83 682) 

CHD Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

the RR for CHD. For men moderate 

alcohol consumption reduces RR for 

CHD from 1(reference) to 0.94 (95% CI; 

0.70-1.21). For women moderate alcohol 

consumption reduces RR for CHD from 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

1 (reference) to 0.84 (95% CI; 0.54-

1.33). 

[137] EPIC Spanish COHORT CHD Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

the RR for CHD. For women moderate 

alcohol consumption reduces RR for 

CHD from 1(reference) to 0.64 (95% CI; 

0.37-1.11). For men moderate alcohol 

consumption reduces RR for CHD from 

1 (reference) to 0.49 (95% CI; 0.32-

0.75). 

[138] Mixed pool study CHD Men & women 

All studies in the meta-analysis suggest 

inverse association between RR for CHD 

and moderate alcohol consumption. 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[139] 

General practice study 

(7 735) 

CHD Men 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

the RR for CHD. For moderate alcohol 

consumption the RR for CHD decreased 

from 1 (reference) to 0.78 (95% CI; 

0.65-0.94). 

[140] 

National health and nutrition 

study in Germany 

(2 006) 

 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

hs-CRP levels. hs-CRP levels reduce 

from 1.39 to 1.09 mg/L with moderate 

alcohol consumption. 

[141] 

Epidemiological study 

(72 ) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

hs-CRP levels for men by 0.66 mg/L and 

by 0.38 mg/L for women. 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[142] 

HPFS study 

(1 432) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 

Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

hs-CRP levels for men by 0.66 mg/L and 

for women by 0.38 mg/L. 

[143] 

Cross sectional study in 

Germany 

(7 887) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 
Moderate alcohol consumption reduces 

hs-CRP levels from 1.63 to 1.26 mg/L. 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Physical Exercise 

[144] 

Health Professionals follow up 

study 

(44 452) 

CHD Men 

Physical activity is associated with 

reduced RR for CHD. Half an hour of 

moderate exercise was associated with 

an 18% RR for CHD reduction: 0.82 

(95% CI; 0.67-1). 

[145] 

 

WHIOS study 

(73 743) 

CHD Women 

Physical activity is associated with 

reduced RR for CHD for 

postmenopausal women. For moderate 

exercise, the RR for CHD decreased 

from 1 (reference) to 0.72 (95% CI; 

0.59-0.87). 

[146] JACC study CHD Men & Women Physical activity is associated with 

reduced RR for CHD. For moderate 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(73 265) exercise the RR for CHD decreased from 

1 (reference) to 0.73 (95% CI; 0.56-

0.95). 

[147] 

Harvard Alumni Study 

(12 516) 

CHD Men 

Physical activity is associated with 

reduced RR for CHD. For moderate 

exercise the RR for CHD decreased from 

1 (reference) to 0.81 (95% CI; 0.71-

1.03). 

[148] Meta-analysis CHD Men & Women 

Physical activity, for example a 30 

minute walk per day is associated with a 

19% reduced RR for CHD. 

[149] CHS cohort Inflammation hs-CRP Men & Women 
Comparing the lowest quartile with the 

quartile of moderate physical activity 

there was a decrease of hs-CRP of 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(5 201) between 3 and 4%. 

[150] 

ACLS study 

(722) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Men 

Cardiorespiratory fitness is associated 

with lower hs-CRP levels. The highest 

adjusted hs-CRP value in the lowest 

fitness quintile: 1.64 mg/L. And the 

lowest adjusted hs-CRP value in the 

highest fitness quintile 0.70 mg/L. 

[151] 

Japanese women 

(227) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Women 

Physical activity is associated with a 

reduction from 0.63 to 0.41 mg/L hs-

CRP. 

[152] 

RCPM study 

(892) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Men & Women 
hs-CRP levels decrease with increasing 

exercise. hs-CRP decreased by 0.061 

mg/L for each 1 unit increase in 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

metabolic equivalents (METs). 

[153] 

HPFS cohort 

(51 529) 

Inflammation hs-CRP Men& Women 

Physical exercise is related to decreasing 

hs-CRP levels, for men from 2.04-1.45 

mg/L and for women from 2.77-0.88 

mg/L. 

[154] 

USRT cohort 

(45 631) 

BC Women 

Physical exercise protects against BC. 

Comparing lowest to highest quartile: 

RR 0.57 (95% CI; 0.34-0.95). 

[155] 

Case control study 

(918) 

BC Women 

Increased physical activity reduces RR 

for BC. Women taking part in physical 

activity between ages of 10 and 12 had 

reduced RR for BC: 0.68 (95% CI; 0.49-

0.94). Women who had ever engaged in 

recreational physical activity had a 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

reduced RR for BC compared with 

inactive women: 0.70 (95% CI; 0.56-

0.88). 

[156] 

Case control study 

(400) 

BC Women 

Physical exercise protects against BC. 

Risk reduction comparing lowest to 

highest quintile: 0.42 (95% CI; 0.26-

0.73) 

[157] 

NHS study 

(121 700) 

BC Women 

Physical activity reduces breast cancer 

risk (postmenopausal). Approximately 1 

hour/day of brisk walking decreased risk: 

0.85 (95% CI; 0.78-0.93). 

[158] Case control study BC Women 
Physical activity reduces BC risk. RR 

associated with low to moderate physical 

activity were 1.00 (reference), 0.43 (95% 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(250) CI; 0.25-0.75) 

[159] 

Prospective cohort study 

(74 171) 

BC Women 

RR was reduced by 14 % for low to 

moderate intensity exercise. From RR 

1(reference) to 0.86 (95% CI; 0.76-0.95) 

[160] 

Case control study 

(1 883 postmenopausal) and  

(1 628 premenopausal) 

BC Women 

Physical exercise reduces RR for BC. 

RR reduction from 1(reference) RR 0.66 

(95% CI; 0.48-0.90) 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Cigarette smoking 

[161] 

Smoking cessation clinic 

Taiwan 

(71) 

CHD- Adiponcetin Men & women 

Cigarette smoking is associated with 

lower levels of adiponectin, contributing 

to CHD. A reduction in adiponectin 

levels from 11.47 mg/L in non-smokers 

to 8.35 mg/L in smokers was seen. 

[162] 

Aichi cohort 

(10 759) 

CHD-Adiponectin Men 

Cigarette smoking is related to lower 

adiponectin levels, contributing to CHD. 

Adiponectin levels ranged from 6.40 

mg/L in light smokers to 5.71 mg/L in 

heavy smokers. 

[163] Hygeias Melathron study CHD-Adiponectin Women 
Cigarette smoking is related to lower 

adiponectin levels, contributing to CHD. 

Adiponectin levels varied from 7.2 mg/L 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(106) in smokers to 9.2 mg/L in non-smokers. 

LIFESTYLE FACTOR: Psychological stress 

[164] 

NAS longitudinal study 

(2 280) 

CHD Men & women 

Increasing levels of stress increases RR 

for CHD. RR for CHD varied from 1 

(reference) to 1.48 (95% CI; 0.99-2.20). 

[165] 

HADS, PSDI &LSI cohort 

(655) 

CHD Men 

Increasing levels of stress increases 

incidence for CHD. Comparing the 

highest and lowest tertiles: RR 2.8(95% 

CI; 1.2-6.8). 

[166] NESDA study CHD Men & women 
RR for CHD is increased for subjects 

with anxiety disorders. With anxiety RR 

2.70 (95%CI; 1.31-5.56), and comorbid 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

(2 981) anxiety: 3.54 (95% CI; 1.79-6.98). 

[167] Meta-analysis CHD- Men & women 

RR for CHD increases with increasing 

stress levels. Studies showed increased 

RR: 1.26 (95% CI; 1.15-1.38). 

[168] 

 

Meta-analysis 

 

CHD Men & women 
RR for CHD increased 2-2.5 fold with 

increasing stress levels. 

[169] 

PTSD study 

(NS) 

CHD Men & women 

RR for CHD increases with increasing 

stress levels. Study showed increased 

RR: 1.26 (95% CI; 1.05-1.51). 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[170] 

Health, Aging, and Body 

Composition Study cohort, 

(2,191) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 

Psychological stress increase 

inflammation. hs-CRP levels increased 

from 1 mg/L to 1.24 mg/L with increased 

stress levels. 

[171] 

Helsinki Heart Study 

(241) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men & women 

Psychological stress increase 

inflammation. hs-CRP levels were higher 

in persons experiencing high stress 4.4 

mg/L versus 2.0 mg/L in other subjects. 

[172] 

MONICA Augsburg survey 

(936) 

Inflammation hs- CRP Men 

Psychological stress increase 

inflammation. hs-CRP increased from 

1.29 mg/L to 2.17 mg/L with increased 

stress levels. 
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Reference Cohort size (no. of subjects) Type Sex Outcome 

[173] 

Case control study 

(257) 

BC Women 

Psychological stress is associated with 

increased RR for BC. Women with stress 

had 3.7 times higher risk for BC than 

women without stress. 

[174] 

A prospective study 

(991) 

BC Women 

Psychological stress is associated with 

increased RR for BC. RR increased from 

1 (reference) to 2.39 (95% CI; 1.12-

5.16). 

[175] 

Prospective cohort study 

Finland 

(10 519) 

BC Women 

Psychological stress is associated with 

increased RR for BC. RR increased from 

1.00 (reference), 1.11 (95% CI;0.78-

1.57). 
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3.6. Consolidation of pathways 

The effects of the different lifestyle factors are combined into one process diagram for CHD 

and BC, respectively. It illustrates the inter-connectedness of the factors that influence the 

two chronic diseases. Furthermore it demonstrates the central role of BG in both CHD and 

BC, highlighting the importance of inflammation. In Figure 19 the lifestyle effects through 

BG on CHD is summarised. Figure 20 illustrates the lifestyle effects through BG on BC. 
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Figure 19: Consolidation of the different lifestyle effects 

on the development of CHD. 

Decrease 

Increase 

Increase leads to a decrease and a decrese leads to an increase 

Increase leads to and increase and a decrease leads to a decrease 
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Figure 20: Consolidation of the different lifestyle effects 

on the development of BC. 

Decrease 

Increase 

Increase leads to and increase and a decrease leads to a decrease 
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3.7. Conclusion 

The lifestyle factors that have an impact on inflammation, CHD and BC that have been 

thoroughly investigated include excessive food intake, cigarette smoking, psychological 

stress, moderate alcohol consumption, physical exercise and dietary fibre intake. These 

lifestyle factors are each expressed in a different unit and, therefore, the one that has the most 

significant effect on the different chronic diseases cannot be established. It has, however, 

been recognised that BG plays a major role in the development of chronic disease and each 

lifestyle factor has an effect on BG.  

From the available literature, it has been shown that excessive food intake, psychological 

stress and cigarette smoking increases BG levels, whereas dietary fibre intake, moderate 

alcohol consumption and physical exercise have a BG lowering effect. 

Increased BG levels are associated with atherosclerosis and CHD and also with 

carcinogenesis and BC. BG influences different risk factors such as inflammation, 

hypertension, dyslipidaemia, blood coagulation, blood viscosity and endothelial dysfunction, 

which are crucial for CHD development. It also fuels BC risk factors such as insulin 

resistance, lipid accumulation, endogenous hormones and inflammation. These risk factors 

are interlinked and influence one another.  

BG, therefore, plays a central role in the development in chronic disease and by expressing 

the lifestyle factors in terms of their glycaemic effect could be beneficial for quantitative 

comparisons. 
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4. DATA PROCESSING 

This chapter explains the research methodology; giving details of the literature search 

strategy and provides the set of criteria with which the data was chosen and discarded. It 

also illustrates the full derivations of the different lifestyle factors’ models.  
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4.1. Literature search strategy 

Literature searches were done using databases such as ScienceDirect, Scopus, EBSCO, 

Google Scholar and IEEE Xplore. Subject headings related to the lifestyle factors (i.e. 

excessive food intake, dietary fibre intake; alcohol consumption, psychological stress, 

cigarette smoking and physical exercise) and chronic diseases (i.e. inflammation, BC and 

CHD) were used. The search was limited to English-language publications. Advanced 

searches were also conducted making use of the “AND” function. The reference lists from 

articles of interest were also checked to find the maximum number of related publications. 

After the articles were collected, they were analysed to confirm if they could be included into 

the meta-analysis. 

4.2. Inclusion criteria for meta-analysis 

Data inclusion and exclusion had to be done following certain criteria, as not all publications 

assess and define lifestyle factors in the same way. All of the data were selected according to 

the following criteria: 

Data that were quantified in the following units (or that can be transformed into these units) 

were considered: 

1. Excessive food intake     GL;  

2. Dietary fibre intake     grams;  

3. Alcohol consumption     grams of ethanol;  

4. Psychological stress     high, medium and low;  

5. Cigarette smoking     number of cigarettes; 

6. Physical exercise     METs. 

These measurements were decided on due to them being the most popular quantifications 

employed for each lifestyle factor in the publications investigated. 
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Statistically significant data were chosen, but this only includes trends with p-values ≤ 0.05. 

If multiple trends in one study were statistically significant, the trend adjusted for multiple 

variables was chosen (i.e. adjusted for sex, age, gender, etc). In terms of risk, data with odds 

ratios (OR), hazards ratios (HR) and relative risk (RR) were evaluated. OR and HR are 

classified as estimates of RR. The RR data for all lifestyle factor categories had to have 95% 

confidence intervals (CIs). Prospective cohort studies, as well as case controlled studies, were 

used to examine the effect of the different lifestyle factors on inflammation, BC and CHD. If 

multiple published reports from the same study cohort were available, only the data with the 

most recent updated and detailed information were included. It is recognised that some large 

significant studies could have been excluded as a result of the implementation of the above 

criteria. 
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4.3. Data modelling 

4.3.1.  Introduction 

As previously discussed, each lifestyle factor is expressed in a different unit. To compare the 

effect the different lifestyle factors have on chronic disease, they will be quantified in terms 

of their effects on BG. A single, easy to understand and visualise unit will be employed for 

the quantification known as . The modelling from each lifestyle factors’ original unit 

into  will now be discussed. Note that for excessive food intake, dietary fibre intake and 

physical exercise, the  model is the same for inflammation, CHD and BC. For 

psychological stress, moderate alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking, the  model 

is more complex and involves interlinking relationships from various studies.  

All the effects of the different lifestyle factors could not always be established as a result of 

inconsistent data, insignificant data, or lack of data. Therefore, the lifestyle factors used for 

inflammation were excessive food intake, psychological stress, dietary fibre intake, moderate 

alcohol consumption and physical exercise. There were insufficient data available for 

cigarette smoking and inflammation. With BC, there were inconsistencies with the moderate 

alcohol consumption data. The data for the effect of cigarette smoking on BC was 

insignificantly small and, therefore, excluded. For CHD, all the different lifestyle factors 

were investigated. 

The derivations of the  models are also part of the various articles which can be found 

in Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D. The relevant appendix to consult 

for each model will be stated at the end of each derivation. 
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4.3.2. Inflammation 

IV. Excessive food intake 

Due to CHOs being the most popular source of energy, it makes sense to quantify it in terms 

of . The association between the BG energy metabolised from CHOs can be expressed 

in terms of  as [94]: 

    
    

      
 

    

 
 

         

   
                                                                     (1) 

All the GI values are referenced to the glucose standard.  

     and        are the metabolic efficiencies of the CHO and the sugar, respectively.  

      is the glycaemic index and      is the mass of the CHO.  

(cf. Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix D) 

V. Psychological stress 

Research publications link hs-CRP levels to the relative risk of CHD, as illustrated in Table 2 

by relationship A [99]. The relationship between psychological stress in terms of  also 

exist, and is shown by relationship B in Table 2 (discussed in further detail in paragraph 4.3.3 

section I). With this information present, an association between psychological stress in terms 

of  on hs-CRP levels could be drawn, consult Table 2 link C. 
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Table 2: The relationship between psychological stress, hs-CRP levels and  [164], 

[167], [169], [165], [166], [168], [176], [171], [172], [170] 

hs-CRP (mg/L) RR for CHD Stress/day 

0.6 1.2 3.0 

1 1.17 2.6 

1.1 1.8 12.1 

2 1.7 10.6 

2.2 2 15.2 

3 1.31 4.7 

3.8 3.56 38.8 

4.5 2.6 24.3 

 

 

Link A:                                                                                                    (2) 

Link B:                                                                                                 (3) 

Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (2): 

Link C:                                                                                             (4) 

Where   is the proportionality contant and     represents the RR for CHD. (cf. Appendix 

A) 
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VI. Dietary fibre intake 

In order to establish a relationship between fibre intake and BG, fibre was added to different 

foods and the corresponding glucose response was measured by Jenkins [177]. Consequently 

it was found that when one gram of fibre is added to 50 grams of CHOs, the GI of the food 

was reduced by four units. This reduction is the equivalent of 0.6  per gram of extra 

fibre added to a meal. Fibre’s BG effect can now be expressed in terms of          : 

                                                                                                     (5) 

Where            is the mass of the fibre added in grams. (cf. Appendix A, Appendix B and 

Appendix D) 

VII. Physical exercise 

Physical activity is often measured in metabolic equivalents (METs), which can be expressed 

in kcal          
    

      
 . When participating in physical exercise, approximately 20% of 

the energy comes from BG (0.2×            ) [178]. The energy expended during exercise 

(             ), can be translated into the BG energy expended in         . There exists 

an established relationship between kcal and  (taken from equation (11) in [94]): 

                                ⁄                                        (6) 

Resulting in: 

                                ⁄                      
 

  

 
            

  
 

                                                                                                                                              (7) 
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             accounts for the type, duration and intensity of the exercise, and it also takes into 

consideration the body mass of the test subject [179]. (cf. Appendix A, Appendix B and 

Appendix D) 

VIII. Moderate alcohol consumption 

A number of publications investigated the effect of alcohol consumption in ethanol (g/day) 

and hs-CRP levels (mg/L). The results are illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3: Alcohol consumption in ethanol (g/day) and hs-CRP levels in (mg/L) 

References [143] [140] [140] 

Ethanol (g/day) 0 20 0 20 40 0 20 

hs-CRP (mg/L) 1.63 1.25 1.39 1.3 1.09 1.29 1.25 

 

A linear relationship is assumed between alcohol intake (Alcohol) and hs-CRP levels (hs-

CRP). This is a valid assumption as only low to moderate alcohol consumption was 

considered. The relationship between alcohol consumption and hs-CRP levels is defined as: 

                                                                                                               (8) 

Now that there is a relationship between hs-CRP and alcohol, the expression of alcohol in 

terms of  can commence. Firstly, alcohol is associated with the lowering of BG. The 

reduction of BG can be related to less insulin secretion. The following relationship exists 

between BG and insulin [94]: 

                                                                                                                       (9) 

   is the change in insulin. 
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    is the change in BG levels. 

It is also known that that there is a direct relation between change in BG level (   ) and 

change in (∆ ) [180]: 

                                                                                                             (10) 

Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (9): 

                                                                                                                (11) 

The insulin sensitivity factor   , has to be determined in order to link insulin to . To 

determine the insulin sensitivity factor, glucose monitors were used on eleven test subjects. 

After three days, measurements were obtained which could be used to determine the average 

insulin sensitivity. In Table 4, an indication of how the insulin sensitivity factor was 

calculated is given. 
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Table 4: Calculation of the average insulin sensitivity factor f7 

Subject I /  

1 0.77 

2 0.83 

3 0.67 

4 0.53 

5 0.77 

6 0.30 

7 1.43 

8 0.56 

9 0.43 

10 0.77 

11 0.56 

Average =    0.69 

 

The average insulin sensitivity    is 0.69. 

Now that there is an established relationship between insulin and , a correlation 

between alcohol consumption and insulin can be investigated. Several research publications 

show the effect of alcohol consumption on insulin secretion. The change in insulin secretion 

due to alcohol consumption is illustrated in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Change in insulin secretion due to alcohol consumption 

 

The relationship between alcohol consumption and change in insulin levels can therefore be 

expressed as: 

                                                                                                                     (12) 

The reduction in insulin secretion corresponds to an increase in BG. This can be expressed in 

  by using Equation (11). 

Now that these associations have been recognised, Equations (11) & (12) can be substituted 

into Equation (8) to give the relationship between alcohol consumption expressed in terms of 

 and hs-CRP levels: 

                                                                                                      (13) 

  ,   ,  ,    and    refer to the proportionality constant. (cf. Appendix A) 

4.3.3. CHD and BC 

As mentioned before, the  model for excessive food intake, dietary fibre intake and 

psychological stress is the same as for inflammation. For excessive food intake, consult 

paragraph 4.3.2 section I, for dietary fibre intake consult paragraph 4.3.2 section VI. The 

model for psychological stress on CHD and BC will now be discussed as well as the 

moderate alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking model for CHD. 
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References [181] [182] 

Ethanol (g/day) 15.0 35.0 11.4 22.9 

I, Reduction in insulin 

secretion per day (mU/l) 

3.89 4.32 5.9 5.6 
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I. Psychological stress 

CHD: 

Several publications researched the effect of food consumption (which could be transformed 

into ) on the RR for CHD as seen in paragraph 4.3.2 section V . From this relationship, 

an association between chronic stress and BG can be developed. This relationship could be 

linearly scaled for low and medium stress to find the relationship between psychological 

stress in terms of  and the RR for CHD [99]. The relationship between psychological 

stress,  and RR for CHD can be found in Table 6. (cf. Appendix B) 

Table 6: Relationship between psychological stress,  and RR for CHD  

Reference Stress level RR for CHD /day 

[164] 

low 1.48 7.2 

medium 2.41 21.6 

high 4.13 50.4 

[169] high 3.21 28.7 

[165] medium 2.8 25.1 

[166] medium 2.7 24.2 

[167] low 1.26 6.1 

[168] medium 1.94 17.4 

[176] medium 2.31 20.7 

 

BC: 

A number of studies investigated the effect of psychological stress and BC, as can be seen in 

Table 7 . This relationship could now be linked to the relationship already established for 

psychological stress and the RR for CHD where stress levels are already expressed in terms 
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of  (cf. Table 6). Utilising the  values assigned to the different stress levels, the 

effect of psychological stress on BC could be established. (cf. Appendix D) 

Table 7: The effect of stress on the RR of BC from various research publications 

Reference Stress level RR for BC 

Lillberg et al. 2001 
Low 1.09 

High 1.25 

Metcalfe et al. 2007 

Low 1 

Medium 2.04 

High 2.14 

Kruk et al. 2004 

Low 1.24 

Medium 2 

High 3.83 

II. Moderate alcohol consumption 

CHD: 

Published data links moderate alcohol consumption (measured in grams of ethanol per day) 

with a lower relative risk (RR) of CHD [135], [137], [136]. This is shown in Table 8, or by 

the following equation: 

                                                                                                                (14) 
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Table 8: Publications showing the relationship between ethanol consumption in g/day and 

the RR for CHD 

References [136] [135] [137] 

Ethanol g/d 0 22.9 0 4.9 19.9 29.9 0 5 30 

RR for CHD 1 0.84 1 0.78 0.68 0.52 1 0.72 0.58 

 

Using Equations (9), (10), (11) and (12), ethanol consumption can be related to BG through 

insulin secretion as discussed in paragraph 4.3.2 section VIII. Combining these equations 

with Equation 14, results in the following: 

                                                                                                          (15) 

Where   is the proportionality constant. (cf. Appendix B) 

III. Cigarette smoking 

CHD: 

Published data indicates that there is an accurate correlation between the number of cigarettes 

smoked and the relative risk (RR) of CHD. A linear relationship (R
2
 = 0.75) was assumed to 

facilitate easy interpretation.  

Using this data, a mathematical equation describing the RR as a function of the number of 

cigarettes smoked per day is suggested: 

                                                                                                              (16) 
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As adiponectin plays such a definitive role in insulin resistance, published data are also 

available that depict the relationship between cigarette smoking and plasma adiponectin 

levels, consult Table 9. This relationship can be described by the following equation: 

                                                                                                       (17) 

Table 9: Published data showing the relationship between the number of cigarettes smoked 

and adiponectin levels 

References [161] [162] [163] 

Number of 

cigarettes 

0 25 7.5 19.5 16.5 27.1 37.7 

Adiponectin 

(µg/ml) 

11.47 8.35 8.65 8.05 8.7 7.2 5.7 

 

The link between plasma adiponectin and fasting insulin levels can also be found from 

published literature and is shown in Table 10.  

Table 10: Relationship between fasting insulin and adiponectin 

References [183] [184] [185] 

Adiponectin 

(µg/ml) 

7.79 24.77 16.98 15 17.5 20 4.4 7.1 9.8 

Insulin (µU/ml) 8.89 18.19 27.49 3.3 6.6 10 8.4 11.3 14.2 

 

                                                                                                              (18) 

By substituting equation (17) into (18): 
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                                                                                                                (19) 

A linear relationship is assumed between BG production and insulin secretion as previously 

discussed [94].There is also a direct correlation between change in BG level and the change 

in , [180]. And the combination of these equations provide the relationship between 

change in insulin and change in . 

Combining Equations (19) and (14): 

                                                                                                   (20) 

Finally substituting Equation (20) into Equation (16) the following relationship is established: 

                                                                                                       (21) 

The data from the different publications can now be interpreted and processed by the 

mathematical equations derived to establish the risk of smoking on CHD through . 

4.4. Conclusion 

The lifestyle factors are quantified in terms of their glycaemic effect using one common unit 

namely . Quantifying lifestyle factors in terms of , enables the comparison of the 

risk posed by each lifestyle factor. The  concept is state of the art, easy to understand 

and to visualise, especially for the non-technical person. The effect that each lifestyle factor 

has on inflammation, CHD and BC can now be evaluated. The data can be inserted into the 

corresponding  model and plotted against either hs-CRP, RR for CHD or RR for BC. 
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5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chapter 5 provides the results and the discussion from the meta-analysis with the 

incorporation of the literature search strategy, the inclusion criteria as well as the derived 

 models.  
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5.1. Introduction 

The  models derived in Chapter 4 are now used in combination with the data from the 

different publications chosen using the inclusion criteria described in paragraph 4.2 to 

produce graphical presentations of the lifestyle effects in terms of  on inflammation, 

CHD and BC. The results are divided each time into the lifestyle factors that have a negative 

effect and the lifestyle factors that have a positive effect. The results are consolidated into one 

graph to ensure that a comparison between the effects can be drawn and that the lifestyle 

factor that makes the largest impact can be recognised. 

A linear regression model was employed for all the data. The reason for this was to simplify 

the implementation and interpretation of the results. Consequently, the R
2
 values obtained are 

relatively low, and if a second order polynomial fit was done, the R
2
 values would have been 

better. The second order fit would, however, complicate interpretation and the effect of the 

lifestyle factors would not be so apparent. 

It should be taken into consideration that the degree of accuracy of the results depends on the 

accuracy of results of the clinical studies investigated. Furthermore, the model is not a 

perfect model. It gives an estimate of the lifestyles in terms only of their glycaemic effect. 

Other contributing influences are not accounted for. If the  model was a perfect model 

the BG increasing effects would be perfect mirror images of the BG lowering effects. 

The results discussed in this chapter can also be found in the relevant articles which are found 

in Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D. The corresponding appendix will 

be referred to throughout Chapter 5. 
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5.2. Inflammation 

5.2.1. Lifestyle factors that fuel inflammation 

I. Excessive food intake 

 

Figure 21: The linearised relationship between daily CHO consumption in terms of 

    and hs-CRP levels from published clinical data. 

The CHO ingested was transformed into     and plotted against the corresponding hs-

CRP levels (R
2
=0.56). From Figure 21 it can be seen that hs-CRP levels increase 

proportionally with increasing energy (    ) metabolised from CHO after around 28 

   . It has been previously shown that a person’s daily basal energy requirement is 

between 23 and 28  [99], [192]. Adjusting Figure 21 for this basal energy requirement 

of approximately 23  Figure 22 could be compiled. (cf. Appendix A) 
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Figure 22: The relationship between excessive food intake (after adjusting for basal energy 

requirements) in terms of     and the hs-CRP levels. 

The body is considered to be in a chronic state of inflammation if the hs-CRP levels are 

above 3 mg/L [21]. Figure 22 shows that when consuming approximately 36     above 

basal requirements, which accounts for eating a medium sized fast food burger meal, a person 

will be in danger of entering a highly inflammatory state (hs-CRP = 3.5 mg/L).  

(cf. Appendix A) 
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II. Psychological stress 

 

Figure 23: The effect of stress quantified in        on hs-CRP levels 

Plotting the values in Table 2 corresponding to the hs-CRP levels and the psychological stress 

in terms of       , Figure 23 could be compiled (R
2
 = 0.55).  

Figure 23 suggests that with increasing levels of stress the level of hs-CRP is also increased. 

This suggests that stress, as suspected, fuels inflammation. Chronic inflammation hs-CRP 

levels is reached at a much lower  (approximately 22       ) value for stress than 

for excessive food intake. This indicates that psychological stress has a larger impact on 

inflammation than excessive food intake, and that even low to moderate levels of 

psychological stress (20       ) can induce high levels of chronic inflammation.  

(cf. Appendix A)  
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5.2.2. Anti-inflammatory lifestyle factors 

I. Dietary fibre intake 

 

Figure 24: The linearised relationship between fibre intake in terms of           and 

hs-CRP levels, taken from a number of published studies. 

Figure 24 shows that hs-CRP levels are reduced with the increased fibre intake (expressed in 

terms of          ), suggesting that dietary fibre intake can be an anti-inflammatory 

agent. 

Note that the test subjects in these studies have initial hs-CRP levels that correspond to 

chronic inflammation. Even though the levels were not brought down to the normal hs-CRP 

level range for all of the studies, there is a clear reduction in hs-CRP levels and, therefore, 

inflammation. In terms of energy (          ), it shows that by ingesting only 8.5 grams 

of fibre with a meal three times daily (                            ) hs-CRP 

levels are reduced two-fold (hs-CRP from 5mg/L to 3mg/L). (cf. Appendix A) 
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II. Physical exercise 

 

Figure 25: The linearised relationship between low to moderate intensity exercises expressed 

in          and levels of hs-CRP for a number of published studies 

Firstly it should be recognised that low to moderate intensity exercise was focussed on. This 

was due to the fact that this level of exercise is more practical to achieve for the ordinary 

person, rather than vigorous exercise.          values for typical low to moderate 

physical activities are defined in Table 11. (cf. Appendix A) 
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Table 11: Typical          values for low to moderate intensity of physical activities 

Activity, (for a duration of 60 

min) 

Equivalent teaspoons sugar 

         energy expended 

by an 70-kg male 

Walking at 3 km/h 4 

Cycling at 9 km/h, level road 6 

Swimming (crawl) 6 

Tennis 9 

Walking at 6 km/h 8 

Running at 11 km/h 17 

 

In Figure 25 a linearised curve fit was once again implemented (R
2
 = 0.47). From Figure 25 it 

follows that an increase in energy expended through low to moderate intensity exercise  

(         ) induces a decrease in hs-CRP levels and inflammation. Figure 25 also 

suggests that by expending approximately 6          daily, which corresponds to around 

60 minutes of swimming or cycling (at a pace of 9 km/h), hs-CRP levels can be reduced by 

0.5 mg/L. 

It also suggests that by participating in minimal exercise, for instance walking at a pace of 3 

km/h for 60 minutes daily, a difference in hs-CRP levels and inflammation will be 

experienced. (cf. Appendix A) 
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III. Moderate alcohol consumption 

Note that moderate alcohol consumption in this paper is defined as having an alcohol blood 

concentration of below 0.05 g /100 ml. This is the legal limit for driving in South Africa and 

several other countries [186]. It is assumed that one unit of alcohol will give an alcohol blood 

concentration of approximately 0.02 g/100 ml for an average person with a mass of 68 kg. 

This suggests that moderate alcohol consumption correlates to approximately two units of 

alcohol [187]. 

Table 12 shows the volume of the different beverages that corresponds to drinking two units 

of alcohol. Using the  model derived in Chapter 4, the consumption of two units of 

alcohol in terms of         could be determined as 4        .  

Table 12: Consumption of two units of alcohol, and the corresponding volumes for the 

different beverages [187] 

Beverage Two units of alcohol 

Wine  

(12% ethanol/volume) 
180 ml 

Beer  

(5% ethanol/volume) 
425 ml 

Spirits  

(40% ethanol/volume) 
50 ml 
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Figure 26: The effect of moderate alcohol consumption in terms of         on 

inflammation in terms of hs-CRP levels 

Now that moderate alcohol consumption has been defined, from Figure 26 it can be deduced 

that moderate alcohol consumption lowers hs-CRP levels and inflammation. The practical 

inference from Figure 26 is that by drinking approximately one small glass of wine (125 ml) 

that consists of 12% alcohol (30 g ethanol = 6        ), a person’s hs-CRP levels can be 

reduced by approximately 0.32 mg/L.  

As previously discussed high levels of ethanol consumption will have a negative effect on 

inflammation. These results however are not presented graphically, but they do suggests that 

when consuming 40 g of ethanol per day, (12         or 330 ml of wine with 12% 

alcohol), an individual’s CRP levels will start to rise [140]. (cf. Appendix A) 
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5.2.3. Consolidation of results 

 

Figure 27: Consolidation of the effects of the different lifestyle factors on inflammation (hs-CRP) (cf. Appendix A) 
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Figures 20 to 25 were combined, resulting in Figure 27. The graph has been normalised to 1 

on the y-axis, where 1 represents normal hs-CRP levels. To make an accurate comparison, 

the food graph had to be adjusted to take into consideration a person’s basal energy 

requirements (the other lifestyle factors are already above basal energy needs). The lifestyle 

factors in the top half of the graph increase BG levels by the corresponding  value, 

whereas the lifestyle factors on the bottom half of the graph is responsible for reduction in 

BG levels by the correspondent  value.  

From Figure 27, the five lifestyle factors can now be quantitatively compared. Stress and 

excessive food intake increase hs-CRP levels, which correspond to a pro-inflammatory effect. 

Psychological stress has a greater impact on inflammation, as well as a slightly greater 

glycaemic effect secreting up to 36  and increasing hs-CRP levels and inflammation 

four-fold. Whereas excessive food intake, induces similar  values but increases hs-CRP 

levels three-fold instead of four. 

Moderate alcohol consumption, dietary fibre intake and low to moderate intensity exercise 

decrease hs-CRP levels corresponding to a decrease in inflammation. The graphs for 

moderate alcohol consumption and dietary fibre intake almost have identical gradients, 

suggesting a similar anti-inflammatory effect. Dietary fibre, however, has a greater glycaemic 

effect and is responsible for lowering BG levels almost twice as much as moderate alcohol 

consumption, which corresponds to greater reduction in hs-CRP and inflammation. 

Low to moderate intensity exercise is responsible for the largest anti-inflammatory impact, 

lowering hs-CRP levels rapidly. Its glycaemic effect, however, is slightly lower than that of 

dietary fibre intake. This suggests that exercise has other important properties, apart from its 

BG lowering ability, such as its aptitude to suppress the secretion of inflammatory cytokines 

[115] that contribute to its anti-inflammatory nature. 

Due to psychological stress having the largest inflammatory impact, stress treatments should 

be investigated more extensively for the reduction of inflammation. With physical exercise 

having such an important anti-inflammatory effect, it should be more readily considered as a 

treatment for inflammation. Overall, the  model is accurate in predicting the lifestyle 

effects on inflammation, with BG lowering effects almost mirroring BG increasing effects.  
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5.3. CHD 

5.3.1. Lifestyle factors which increase the risk for CHD 

I. Food intake 

 

Figure 28: The effect of excessive food intake in terms of     on the RR for CHD 

Figure 28 (with R
2
 = 0.84) suggests that the RR of coronary heart disease increases with BG 

energy metabolised from CHO as expressed in    . The CHD risk starts to increase 

from consumption of about 36    per day. Figure 29 shows the adjustment for basal 

energy requirements. (cf. Appendix B) 
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Figure 29: The relationship between the RR for CHD and the food consumed above basal 

requirements in terms of    . 

From Figure 29 it is apparent that with the consumption of approximately 34     over 

and above basal needs, the RR for CHD more than doubles. This means that when consuming 

an extra medium sized burger meal (approximately 36    ) per day above basal needs, 

RR for CHD will increase more than two-fold. (cf. Appendix B) 
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II. Psychological stress 

 

Figure 30: The effect of psychological stress in terms of        on the RR for CHD 

Figure 30 represents the        secretion through low, moderate and high levels of 

psychological stress (R
2
 = 0.96). The blue markers indicate low stress levels, the green 

markers represent moderate stress and the red markers high levels of stress. This linearised 

relationship suggest that with low levels of psychological stress the RR for CHD is increased 

by a factor of 1.5 (≈ 11       ) , with medium levels (≈ 31       ) of stress the RR 

for CHD increase almost three-fold and with high stress levels (≈ 50       ) the RR for 

CHD are more than quadrupled.  

It can be seen that psychological stress has a large impact on BG as high levels of chronic 

stress is responsible for the secretion of up to 50       . The ability of high 

psychological stress levels to increase the RR for CHD four times also shows the important 

role it plays in the development of CHD. Treatments for stress are, therefore, important when 

considering the prevention of CHD. (cf. Appendix B) 
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III. Cigarette smoking 

 

Figure 31: The effect of cigarette smoking in terms of its glycaemic effect (           ) 

on the RR for CHD 

From Figure 31 it can be seen that with increasing            due to smoking cigarettes, 

the RR for CHD also increases as expected. It is, however, expected that smoking should 

have an even larger impact on the RR for CHD than the graph suggests. This shows that all 

the effects of smoking cannot be quantified just in terms of its BG effect. Cigarette smoking 

has other atherosclerotic effects, such as vasomotor dysfunction and modification of the lipid 

profile which are not taken into consideration in Figure 31 [188]. Figure 31, gives a good 

indication of the effect of smoking on BG and how elevated BG levels contribute to the 

development of CHD.  

The practical implication of Figure 31 is that smoking 20 cigarettes a day  

(1 pack ≈ 12            ) may cause BG levels to rise significantly, resulting in a two-

fold increase in the RR for CHD. If the other atherosclerotic effects of smoking are also taken 

into consideration, the effects of smoking on RR for CHD would prove to be even more 

devastating. Cigarette smoking should be avoided at all costs, especially if a person is already 

at risk for developing CHD. (cf. Appendix C) 
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5.3.2. Lifestyle factors which protect against CHD 

I. Dietary fibre intake 

 

Figure 32: The effect of dietary fibre intake in terms of           on the RR for CHD 

The R
2
 for the correlation between dietary fibre intake and relative risk for CHD is 0.62. 

There is an inverse association between the RR for CHD and fibre intake in terms of 

         . Practically, if one adds 8g of fibre to three meals a day (         

             ), the RR for CHD reduces by a factor of 1.8 (decrease in RR = 1.8). 

From Figure 32, it is also clear that extra fibre, equivalent to values less than 3 

         , does not influence the RR for CHD. (cf. Appendix B) 
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II. Physical exercise 

 

Figure 33: The effect of low to moderate physical exercise in terms of          on the 

RR for CHD 

The results from low to moderate intensity exercise studies are given in Figure 33 (R
2
=0.67). 

From Figure 33, it can be seen that moderate intensity exercise lowers the RR for CHD. It 

suggests that daily moderate intensity exercise of approximately 7          reduces the 

risk for CHD by a factor of 1.4 (decrease in RR = 1.4). This is equivalent to approximately 60 

minutes of walking at 6 km/h per day for the average person. 

Physical exercise has an almost immediate RR reducing effect, unlike dietary fibre intake 

which only started to have an effect on the RR after the consumption of 3          . 

Similar to the results of physical exercise and inflammation, Figure 33 shows that even 

minimal physical exercise makes a difference and reduces the RR for CHD significantly. 

(cf. Appendix B) 
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III. Moderate alcohol consumption 

 

Figure 34: The effect of moderate alcohol consumption in terms of its glycaemic effect  

(        ) on the RR for CHD 

Figure 34 (with R
2
 = 0.55) represents the effect of moderate alcohol intake in terms of 

        on the RR for CHD. The data points which considered higher alcohol intake 

were discarded. 

Moderate alcohol intake, defined as two units of alcohol, reduces the RR for CHD. If a person 

consumes one glass (approx. 180 ml) of dry white wine (12% ethanol per volume), it will be 

equivalent to 22 g of ethanol or approximately 4        . From Figure 34, it can be seen 

that the RR for CHD then reduces by approximately a factor 1.55 (reduced RR = 1.55).  

It is important to recognise that the BG lowering effect as well as the RR reducing effect of 

alcohol only accounts for moderate alcohol consumption and not excessive alcohol 

consumption. (cf. Appendix B) 
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5.3.3. Consolidated results 
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Figure 35: The consolidation of the glycaemic effect (in terms of ) of the different lifestyle factors on the RR of CHD (cf. Appendix B) 
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Using the data from Figures 27 to 33, Figure 35 could be constructed. The graphs start at a 

normal relative risk (RR = 1) and show the fold increase and decrease of the relevant 

contributors. The food graph was, once again, adjusted for basal energy requirements.  

From of Figure 35 it can be seen that psychological stress, cigarette smoking and excessive 

food intake is linked to an increase in RR for CHD. Psychological stress is associated with a 

substantial glycaemic and RR increasing effect of over four-fold, making it the greatest 

contributor to CHD development.  

The graph for cigarette smoking has a greater gradient than that of stress and excessive food 

intake, suggesting that cigarette smoking has other atherosclerotic properties [188] apart from 

its glycaemic effect, contributing to this rapid three-fold increase in RR for CHD.  

The BG lowering lifestyle factors, including dietary fibre intake, moderate alcohol 

consumption and low to moderate intensity exercise are associated with a reduction in RR for 

CHD. Moderate alcohol consumption shows the largest RR reduction (approximately two-

fold), as well as the lowest glycaemic effect (lowering BG by less than 10 ). It, 

therefore, shows that moderate alcohol consumption has other anti-atherosclerotic effects 

such as its LDL and VLDL cholesterol lowering ability [111].  

As CHD is known to be an inflammatory disease, it is interesting to compare the results from 

Figure 27 with that of Figure 35. A number of similarities can be observed. The general 

appearances of the graphs are similar with the same lifestyle factors inducing similar effects, 

suggesting that RR for CHD is related to inflammation.   
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The comparison further shows that psychological stress has the largest inflammatory and 

atherosclerotic effect. There are some differences comparing the bottom parts of the graphs, 

with the most significant difference being that moderate alcohol consumption has a larger 

impact than physical exercise on the RR for CHD graph. This difference can be because of 

two things: (1.) Inaccurate results from the clinical data used, (2.) lipid accumulation plays a 

key role in the development of atherosclerosis [57]. Even though lipid accumulation is 

important in inflammation, it is suggested to be to a lesser extent.  

Physical exercise, which is associated more with anti-inflammatory properties, therefore has 

a larger impact on inflammation and moderate alcohol consumption with its lipid lowering 

abilities a larger impact on the RR for CHD. 

Psychological stress treatments as well as moderate alcohol consumption should be strongly 

considered and further investigated for the prevention of CHD. 

The  model for CHD is fairly accurate with the graph gradients of the BG lowering 

lifestyle factors being similar to the gradients of the BG increasing gradients. It does, 

however, suggest that other atherosclerotic properties (apart from BG) play a role in the 

development of CHD. 
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5.4. BC 

5.4.1. Lifestyle factors which increase BC risk 

I. Excessive food intake 

 

Figure 36: The effect of excessive food intake in terms of     on the RR for BC. 

Figure 36 implicates that with increased food intake, the RR for BC increases (R
2
=0.47). The 

RR for BC starts to increase at around 23    , which is accurate with the assumption 

that a person requires approximately 23     as basal energy requirements. In Figure 37, 

the relationship between the above basal     consumption and the RR for CHD is 

presented. 

(cf. Appendix D)  
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Figure 37: The linearized relationship between excessive food consumption above basal 

requirements in terms of     and the RR for BC 

Practically, Figure 37 suggests that with consumption of an additional fast food burger meal 

corresponding to approximately 36    , the RR for BC increases with a factor of 1.4  

(increase in RR = 1.4). Excessive food intake should be monitored especially in women who 

already have a family history of breast cancer. (cf. Appendix D) 
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II. Psychological stress 

 

Figure 38: The impact of psychological stress in terms of        on the RR for 

developing BC. 

Psychological stress is responsible for an increase in RR for BC, as can be seen from  

Figure 38 (R
2 

= 0.51). The glycaemic effect of psychological stress is substantial inducing 

       values of almost 40 and a correspondent RR increase of 2.5 fold. The practical 

implication of Figure 38 is that low stress (≈ 11       ) increase RR for BC by a factor 

of 1.5; medium levels (≈ 31       ) are related to approximately a two-fold increase in 

the RR for BC, and chronic stress a 2.5 fold increase. 

It is, therefore, important to keep stress levels under control and to avoid situations which 

induce unnecessary psychological stress, when considering the prevention of BC.  

(cf. Appendix D) 
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5.4.2. BC risk reducing lifestyle factors 

I. Dietary fibre intake 

 

Figure 39: The glycaemic effect in terms of           of dietary fibre intake on the RR 

for BC. 

From Figure 39 it can be deduced that fibre intake is inversely associated with the RR for BC, 

(R
2 

= 0.53). Fibre intake only has an impact on the RR of BC after the consumption of the 

equivalent of 4          . The consumption of 10          , which is equivalent to 

5.5 g of fibre added to three meals daily, induces a two-fold reduction in RR for BC. (cf. 

Appendix D) 
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II. Physical exercise 

 

Figure 40: The effect of low to moderate physical exercise in terms of          on the 

RR for BC. 

From Figure 40 it can be seen that there is an inverse relationship between low to moderate 

exercise and the RR for BC (R
2
 = 0.86). Physical activity corresponding to approximately 

7          (swimming or cycling at 9 km/hr for 60 minutes) reduces BC risk by factor of 

1.6 (decrease in RR = 1.6). (cf. Appendix D) 
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Figure 41: Consolidated effects of the different lifestyle factors on the RR for BC in terms of . (cf. Appendix D) 
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Consolidation of Figure 36 to Figure 40 enabled the construction of Figure 41. Psychological 

stress and excessive food intake increase the RR for BC and dietary fibre intake and moderate 

physical exercise reduce BC risk.  

Psychological stress has the largest impact on carcinogenesis and the development of BC. It 

more than doubles the risk for BC while inducing significantly large  values. Excessive 

food consumption has a great glycaemic effect, but a lower BC risk increase than stress. This 

could be attributed to inconsistencies in the clinical data investigated.  

Low to moderate physical exercise is related to the largest preventative effect against BC, 

closely followed by dietary fibre intake. Dietary fibre intake is associated with a slightly 

larger BG lowering effect, which suggests that low to moderate intensity exercise has other 

properties that contribute to its rapid reducing effect on BC risk. Both dietary fibre intake and 

exercise have insulin sensitising properties [103] [114]. The difference between the BC risk 

reductions can be attributed to the additional large anti-inflammatory effect of exercise. 

Comparing the consolidated results for inflammation and the consolidated graph for BC, 

there are a number of similarities. This suggests that inflammation plays an important role in 

the development of BC, as suspected. Both graphs suggest that psychological stress is the 

primary negative contributor. The graphs also suggest that low to moderate intensity exercise 

is important in the reducing of inflammation and BC. The graphs are not identical, suggesting 

that inflammation is not the only contributor to BC.  

Controlling stress in combination with some low moderate physical activity is suggested for 

pro-active prevention of BC.  

The graph reflects the importance of BG in BC, but it is not a perfect model and BG is not the 

only contributing factor to consider in carcinogenesis and BC. 
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5.5. Conclusion 

Lifestyle factors, such as excessive food intake, psychological stress and cigarette smoking, 

induce high levels of BG in terms of . Increased BG is associated with increased levels 

of inflammation, RR for CHD and BC. Psychological stress has the largest pro-inflammatory 

effect, increasing hs-CRP levels four-fold. It is also responsible for increasing the RR for 

CHD and BC by the most significant amount (4.4 fold and 2.5 fold respectively).  

Lifestyle factors that decrease BG levels include dietary fibre intake, moderate alcohol 

consumption and low to moderate intensity exercise. Lower BG levels are related to a 

decrease in inflammation and the risk for CHD and BC. Low intensity exercise was 

responsible for lowering inflammation and RR for BC (two-fold) to the greatest extent. 

Moderate alcohol consumption showed the greatest RR reducing effect on CHD. 

The  model proved to be the most accurate for predicting the lifestyle effects on 

inflammation, with the BG lowering factors almost mirroring the factors that increase BG. 

For CHD, the  model was less accurate with some similarities in the opposing graph 

gradients, but other atherogenic properties still play a role. The  model for BC, 

indicates that BG plays the least significant role out of the three models investigated. Other 

carcinogenic properties should be taken into consideration in the development of BC.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

This chapter is a conclusion for the entire study. In this chapter, an overview of the study will 

be provided. The important results obtained will be highlighted and suggestions into further 

investigations will be given.  
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6.1. Conclusions 

CHD is responsible for approximately 3.8 million deaths in men and 3.4 million deaths in 

women annually worldwide [3]. BC is the most frequent cancer among women and statistics 

from 2008 show that approximately 1.38 million people were diagnosed with BC globally 

[5]. 

Published studies show several factors which play a major role in the development of CHD. 

These factors are all influenced by BG [6]. The factors include insulin resistance, high blood 

viscosity [26], [27], blood coagulation [28], [29], hypertension [30], dyslipidaemia [31], 

endothelial dysfunction [32] and inflammation [33]. 

There are also several key factors which have been associated with the development of BC 

namely: Insulin resistance [78], inflammation [79], [80], endogenous hormones (i.e. 

oestrogen) [81] and lipid profiles [82]. BG plays a role in each of these factors. 

The available literature shows that excessive food intake, psychological stress and cigarette 

smoking increase BG levels. Lifestyle factors associated with higher BG levels are also 

linked to increased inflammation, RR for CHD and RR for BC. Dietary fibre intake, 

moderate alcohol consumption and physical exercise have a BG lowering effect. These 

factors are shown to be anti-inflammatory and decrease RR for CHD and BC (see paragraph 

3.4 and 3.5).  

The aim of this dissertation was, therefore, to develop a comprehensive model that accounts 

for the variety of systemic influences on CHD and BC –with the emphasis of the model being 

on the lifestyles and the inflammatory state. The interconnected nature of the lifestyle effects 

and of inflammatory pathways necessitates the development of a unifying system property, 

chosen to be BG.  

The BG quantification was done through the use of the  model. This state of the art unit 

is easy to interpret, understand and visualise. Lifestyle factors such as excessive food intake, 

psychological stress, cigarette smoking, physical exercise, dietary fibre intake and moderate 

alcohol consumption can be quantified in terms of their glycaemic effect in this one common 
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unit. This state of the art method of quantification allows the effect of the different lifestyle 

factors on chronic disease to be compared. 

To compile a meta-analysis, a literature search strategy was employed. Literature searches 

were done using databases such as ScienceDirect, Scopus, EBSCO, Google Scholar and 

IEEE Xplore. Subject headings related to the lifestyle factors (i.e. excessive food intake, 

dietary fibre intake, alcohol consumption, psychological stress, cigarette smoking and 

physical exercise) and chronic diseases (i.e. inflammation, BC and CHD) were used. A set of 

inclusion criteria was followed to ensure that applicable data were compared to one another. 

The  model was then used to transform the variety of different lifestyles units into one 

common unit. The result being the effects of the different lifestyle factors of different 

published studies, quantified in terms of   on inflammation (hs-CRP levels), RR for 

CHD and RR for BC.  

The consolidated graphs obtained in which the lifestyle factors glycaemic effects on 

inflammation, RR for CHD and RR for BC can be compared are illustrated in Figure 27, 35 

and 41 these are here repeated in Figures 42-44.  
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Figure 42: Consolidation of the effects of the different lifestyle factors on inflammation (hs-CRP) 
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Figure 43: The consolidation of the glycaemic effect (in terms of ) of the different lifestyle factors on the RR of CHD 
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Figure 44: Consolidated effects of the different lifestyle factors on the RR for BC in terms of . 
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From these consolidating figures, it is clear that lifestyle factors that have BG lowering 

effects reduced inflammation and the risk for BC and CHD, as suspected. The lifestyle 

factors which are responsible for increasing BG levels had a pro-inflammatory effect and 

increased the risk for CHD and BC.  

Psychological stress proved to have one of the strongest glycaemic effects inducing large 

 values and was also the primary contributor to inflammation, CHD and BC. Chronic 

psychological stress increased hs-CRP levels four-fold, RR for CHD more than four-fold and 

more than doubled RR for BC.  

Low to moderate physical exercise has a very strong anti-inflammatory effect lowering hs-

CRP levels rapidly. It also had the largest impact on the reduction of BC risk, showing an 

approximate two-fold reduction. Even though exercise was not associated with the greatest 

reduction in CHD risk, it still proved to have a significant impact.  

Moderate alcohol consumption is particularly important in protecting against CHD and also 

has anti-inflammatory properties. With the emphasis being on moderate, as excessive alcohol 

consumption has the opposite effect. 

Generally the results were accurate, reflecting the important role of BG in the development of 

inflammation, CHD and BC. The results are also consistent with the glycaemic effects of the 

lifestyle factors discussed in the literature study with some exceptions. The exceptions can be 

attributed to two things: (1.) The results are only as accurate as the clinical data investigated, 

(2.) it is not a perfect model and other inflammatory, atherogenic and carcinogenic properties 

associated with the different lifestyle factors should also be taken into consideration in the 

development of inflammation, BC and CHD.  

Overall, the systems engineering approach was successful in portraying the lifestyle effects 

on BG and, in turn, its effect on the development of the chronic diseases at a micro- and 

macroscopic level. It enabled all the lifestyle effects to be consolidated into a process 

diagram, giving an overarching illustration of the inter-connectedness of the pathways 

associated with the two chronic diseases. The systems engineering approach, in combination 

with the consolidated results obtained, verifies the pivotal role of BG in CHD and BC 

development. 
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6.2. Recommendations 

There are several recommendations that can be made for further studies. These include: 

1. Some of the studies done were on a relatively small number of subjects; larger groups 

of test subjects will supply more accurate results. 

2. Studies should aim to publish data for the same lifestyle factor in the same unit so 

more accurate comparisons can be drawn.  

3. Further research should be done into treatments for psychological stress as a 

preventative measure for inflammation, CHD and BC. 

4. Physical exercise should be researched in more detail as a treatment and precaution 

for inflammation, CHD and BC. 
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Abstract 

Aims: A number of published articles suggest that inflammation is linked to various chronic 

illnesses (i.e., coronary heart disease). The lifestyle factors which influence inflammation 

have been extensively investigated. It is however unclear which factor has the most 

significant impact on inflammation. The aim of this study is to use a common unit to compare 

the influence of the following lifestyle factors on inflammation: food and moderate alcohol 

consumption, physical exercise, psychological stress and fiber intake. 

Methods: Before any comparisons between the lifestyle factors and inflammation could be 

made, a common unit was developed. This energy unit is known as equivalent teaspoons 

sugar ( ) and it allowed the lifestyle factors to be expressed in terms of their effect on 

blood glucose (BG). The unit is easy to visualize and interpret especially for the non-

technical person. The  values for each lifestyle factor was developed and plotted against 

its effect on C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) level. hs-CRP was used as the marker for 

inflammation. 

Results: All the lifestyle factors influencing BG were shown to have an effect on 

inflammation. Food and stress have a pro-inflammatory effect while fiber intake, alcohol 

consumption and exercise reduce inflammation. The Pearson-R
2
 values for the analyzed data 

varied between 0.47 for exercise and 0.81 for food.  

Conclusion: The effects of food and alcohol consumption, stress, exercise and fiber (all via 

BG) on inflammation could be established using one consistent theory. To verify the theory 

experimental data from various studies were used. The lifestyle factors which influence 

inflammation can be quantified and compared in a common easy to interpret unit ( ). The 

effect of the different lifestyle factors on inflammation could be placed in perspective 

especially the effect of psychological stress.  

Key words: Inflammation, blood glucose (BG), High sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP), 

lifestyle factors, stress, exercise, alcohol, food, dietary fiber 
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Introduction 

Inflammation is a protective tissue response causing redness, heat and swelling to an injured 

or infected part of the body (Vodovotz et al. 2009). It is a regulatory process responsible for 

the elimination of foreign substances which invade the body during infection as well as 

enhancing the repair of tissue damage caused by injury (Rodriguez-Vita & Lawrence 2010).  

The inflammatory response promotes optimal healing but can also cause irreversible tissue 

damage if it persists, a state known as systemic or chronic inflammation (Kanterman et al. 

2012). Systemic inflammation is linked to various chronic diseases such as cardiovascular 

disease, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes mellitus and cancer (Rodriguez-Vita & Lawrence  

2010, Vodovotz  et al. 2009). The ability to measure the level of inflammation in the body is 

therefore important.  

High sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) is synthesized in the liver, and has been 

identified as the first marker for low-grade inflammation (Kluft & de Maat 2002). It has been 

widely studied and is currently one of the only trustworthy markers for chronic inflammation 

(Kluft & de Maat 2002). Levels lower than 1 mg/L are regarded as normal; levels between  

1-3 mg/L are considered to be slightly elevated and above 3 mg/L are known as high hs-CRP 

levels and associated with chronic inflammation (Verma et al. 2004). 

It is suggested that high blood glucose (BG) is associated with elevated levels of hs-CRP and 

consequently systemic inflammation (Brunengraber et al. 2009). High BG levels are known 

to induce pro-inflammatory cytokines such as Interleukin-6 (IL-6), which in turn is 

responsible for the regulation of hs-CRP and thus any increase in hs-CRP (Shanmugam et al. 

2003). 

The primary focus of this paper is on the various lifestyle factors that influence BG (and 

therefore inflammation). These include excessive food intake, alcohol intake, dietary fiber 

added to a meal, physical exercise and psychological stress. 

Each lifestyle factor is however, quantified in a different unit, making it difficult to draw a 

comparison. Food intake is expressed in grams of carbohydrate; glycemic index or glycemic 
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load; alcohol in grams of ethanol; dietary fiber in grams; physical exercise in METs or kcal 

expended; and stress levels as high, medium and low.  

A unit has been developed in previous papers suggesting that all these factors can be 

expressed in terms of their effect on BG (Mathews & Pelzer 2009). This unit is known as 

equivalent teaspoons sugar ( ). Because these lifestyle factors can now be quantified in 

the same unit, the effect of each factor on inflammation can be analyzed and discussed 

individually. 

In this study we will look at several published studies which investigated what the effect of 

different lifestyles have on hs-CRP levels. Each factor will be quantified in terms of BG and 

 in order to draw a comparison between the effects they have on inflammation.  

Effect of Carbohydrate (CHO) intake on blood glucose metabolism 

Carbohydrates (CHOs) can be classified as refined and unrefined CHOs (Hu 2010).  The 

quality of a CHO is often determined by its GI value that depends on the rate at which a 

particular food is digested and absorbed. Unrefined CHOs are usually foods with compact 

granules containing high soluble fiber, which takes longer to digest and therefore have lower 

GI values. Refined CHOs on the other hand, are foods that have less compact granules 

contributing to faster digestion rates and higher GI values (Hu 2010).  

Ingestion of CHOs with high GI values (i.e., refined CHOs) is associated with significantly 

higher levels of hs-CRP in comparison with low-GI CHOs (Liu et al. 2001, Levitan et al. 

2008). However, according to the FDA all metabolized CHOs release the same amount of 

energy namely 4 kcal/g CHO (Wheeler 2010). If this is true, then why are refined CHOs 

associated with increased hs-CRP levels? The new  energy model will be used to 

deliberate the refined and unrefined CHO issue.  

Previously, an energy unit termed  (or equivalent teaspoons sugar) was developed 

(Mathews & Pelzer, 2009). This energy unit was developed for several different reasons.  

(i.) To introduce a more correct energy value for metabolized CHO; (ii.) It can be used as a 
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common unit for all the lifestyle factors’ BG effect; (iii.) It is also easier for the non-technical 

person to visualize a teaspoon of sugar, rather than glycemic index or load; (iv.) Practicality: 

 is easier to count and therefore to keep track of a person’s CHO consumption. 

The relationship between the BG energy metabolized from CHOs and  can be expressed 

as (Mathews & Pelzer 2009): 

    
    

      
 

    

 
 

         

   
 (1) 

Where all the GI values are referenced to the glucose standard.  

CHO  and sugar are the metabolic efficiencies of the CHO and the sugar, respectively.  

GICHO is the glycemic index and CHOm  the mass of the CHO.  

From this relationship it is clear that CHOs with higher GI values (refined) consist of a higher 

metabolic efficiency and will therefore release more energy, (    ), than unrefined 

CHOs. This would explain why consumption of refined CHOs is linked to higher levels of 

hs-CRP. 
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Studies were found which investigated the effect of metabolized CHO energy consumption 

on hs-CRP levels (Liu et al. 2001, Levitan et al. 2008, Griffith et al. 2008). Using Equation 

(1) the CHO intake from the studies could be expressed in terms of . Figure A 1 could 

then be compiled that shows the effect of daily     consumption on hs-CRP levels. 

 

Figure A 1: The linearized relationship between daily      consumption and hs-CRP 

levels from published clinical trials. 

The relationship between     and hs-CRP was plotted and a linear regression model 

which gave a R
2
 value of 0.81 was obtained. The assumption of a linear fit was chosen in 

order to simplify interpretation and implementation of data. (If a second-degree polynomial 

fit is implemented it would give a slightly better R
2
 value.) Figure A 1 suggests that hs-CRP 

levels increase proportionally with increasing energy (    ) released by metabolized 

CHO. hs-CRP levels start to increase after a daily consumption of approximately  

40    . This is approximately the     count of one medium-sized fast food 

burger meal (burger, fries and cola). It was previously shown that average basal energy 

necessary for normal activity levels for men and women are approximately 23  

(Mathews & Liebenberg 2012). Other studies suggest that this figure is closer to 28  

(Volp et al. 2011).  
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Figure A 1 indicates that when basal  consumption is exceeded, the hs-CRP levels enter 

high levels of inflammation (> 3 mg/L). After the consumption of 28    , the hs-CRP 

levels double with the intake of another 36    . 

Table A 1 was compiled to draw attention to the     values for some of the typical 

food choices. There are in fact     values for an excess of 4000 different foods (this 

information can be accessed at http://www.diabetic-edutool.com).  

Table A 1: Typical energy values for some popular foods 

Food 
Equivalent teaspoons sugar 

   , per serving 

340 ml can of typical soda 8 

Fresh apple, with skin (medium fruit) 2 

Cheeseburger 7 

Medium French fries 14  

Blueberry muffin (medium serving) 10  

Medium slice of white bread 3  

 

The effect of fiber on metabolized BG energy and its influence on inflammation will be 

investigated in the following section. 
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Impact of fiber intake and metabolized BG on inflammation 

High-fiber diets are associated with lower levels of hs-CRP and therefore inflammation (King 

et al. 2007, Butcher et al. 2010, Ajani et al. 2004). There are two possible explanations for 

this reduction in hs-CRP levels. First, dietary fiber is known to modify the adipocytokines in 

adipose tissue which increases the enterohepatic flow of lipids and lipophilic substances 

preventing inflammation (Ma et al. 2008).  

Second, it is theorized that fiber reduces the metabolic efficiency of a meal reducing the BG 

metabolized from the CHO in the meal (Mathews & Pelzer 2009). Lower levels of 

metabolized BG are related to lower hs-CRP levels resulting in less inflammation. A 

reduction in metabolic efficiency is also inter alia linked to a lower GI value for the meal and 

as previously discussed, leads to reduced levels of hs-CRP (Jenkins et al. 2002, Ma et al. 

2008). It should be noted that the fiber must be eaten with the meal to have an effect on the 

metabolic efficiency. Fiber eaten on its own at other times of the day will not make much of 

an impact.  

Jenkins et al. 2002 added fiber to different foods and measured the resulting glucose 

response. One gram of fiber added to 50 grams of CHO, reduced the GI of a typical meal by 

four units.  This can be translated to a reduction of 0.6  per gram of extra fiber added to 

a meal.  

A new variable,           , can now be defined.  

                          (2) 

Where mFib added is the mass of the fiber added in grams.  

Data were obtained from several studies that investigated the influence that fiber intake has 

on hs-CRP levels and thus on inflammation (King et al. 2007, Ajani et al. 2004, Butcher et 

al. 2010). Equation (2) was used to express the fiber intake reported in the studies in 

           . The           values were then plotted against the published hs-CRP 

values as shown Figure A 2. 
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Figure A 2: The average linearized relationship between fiber intake and hs-CRP levels, 

taken from a number of published studies. 

A linear curve fit was once again implemented (R
2
= 0.56). Figure A 2 shows that hs-CRP 

levels (indicative of inflammation) are reduced with the increased fiber intake (expressed in 

         ).  

Figure A 2 also suggests that with the consumption of 10 grams of fiber with every meal, 

three times daily (by means of Equation (2) 10 × 3 × 0.6 = 18          ), a two-fold 

reduction can be seen in hs-CRP levels.  

The effect of exercise on blood glucose and inflammation 

Several studies have shown that physical activity is associated with a reduction in hs-CRP 

levels and therefore suggests that it has an anti-inflammatory effect (Pischon et al. 2003, 

Geffken et al. 2001). 
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It is proposed that energy is expended through exercise, lowering BG levels in the body and 

thus lowering hs-CRP levels. Energy expended through exercise can also be quantified in 

terms of .  

It is known that through participation in physical activity almost 20% of the energy comes 

from BG (0.2 × kcalExercise) (Noakes 2001). Using the energy expended during exercise in 

[kcalExercise], a relationship between the BG expended in can be obtained. The following 

conversion exists between kcal and (taken from equation (11) in Mathews & Pelzer 

2009) 

                                ⁄        
   (3) 

Resulting in: 

                                ⁄                      
 

  
 

            

  
 (4) 

             accounts for the type, duration and intensity of the exercise, it also takes into 

consideration the body mass of the test subject (ACSM 2007).  

BG consumption through exercise can be quantified in terms of energy expended (above 

basal needs) in  through Equation (4). Published studies which investigated the effect of 

physical activity (expressed in kcal) on hs-CRP levels can be used to compile Figure A 3 

(Pischon et al. 2003, Geffken et al. 2001). Only the effect of low-intensity exercise on 

inflammation was considered as this is more practical for most people to achieve.  
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Figure A 3: The linearized relationship between low-intensity exercises expressed in  

and levels of hs-CRP for a number of published studies. 

A linearized curve fit was implemented (R
2
 = 0.47). Figure A 3 shows that an increase in 

energy expended through exercise (         ) induces a decrease in hs-CRP levels. 

Figure A 3 also suggests that by expending approximately 6          daily, which 

corresponds to around 60 minutes of walking at a pace of 6 km/h for a 70 kg male, hs-CRP 

levels can be reduced by 0.5 mg/L.  

Table A 2 provides an indication of energy expended in          for some popular 

physical activities. 
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Table A 2: Typical  values for physical exercises 

Activity, for a duration of 60 min 
Equivalent teaspoons sugar 

         energy expended 

by an 70-kg male 

Cycling at 21 km/h, level road 6 

Swimming (crawl) 6 

Tennis 9 

Walking at 6 km/h 8 

Running at 11 km/h 17 

 

The effect of moderate alcohol consumption on BG and inflammation  

Moderate alcohol consumption has been linked to lower levels of inflammation (Oliveira et 

al. 2010). Alcohol suppresses the ability of the liver to produce BG and the secretion of IL-6 

is inhibited, which in turn reduces hs-CRP levels (Oliveira et al. 2010, Krebs et al. 1969, 

Bollen et al. 1998, Siler et al. 1998) 

High alcohol consumption however, enhances inflammatory effects on the liver which is 

responsible for increased tissue inflammation through peroxidation of lipids (Oliveira et al. 

2010). A U- shaped profile is therefore expected between alcohol consumption and hs-CRP 

levels (Albert et al. 2003). 

This article focuses on moderate alcohol consumption as it is linked to lower hs-CRP levels. 

Several studies investigated the effect of alcohol consumption, in grams/day, of ethanol and 

hs-CRP levels. These results are summarized in Table A 3. 
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Table A 3: Alcohol consumption in ethanol (g/day) and measured hs-CRP levels (mg/L) 

References Imhof et al. 2004 

(All) 

Imhof et al. 2001 

(Men) 

Imhof et al. 2001 

(Women) 

Ethanol (g/day) 0 20 0 20 40 0 20 

hs-CRP (mg/L) 1.63 1.25 1.39 1.3 1.09 1.29 1.25 

 

A linear relationship is assumed between alcohol consumption (Alcohol) and hs-CRP levels 

(hs-CRP), especially as only low to moderate alcohol consumption was considered. The 

correlation between alcohol consumption and hs-CRP levels can be expressed as: 

                 (5) 

Now that the relationship between hs-CRP and alcohol is established the BG effect of alcohol 

can be determined and expressed in terms of . Reduction of BG can be related to less 

insulin secretion. From a previous article the following relationship was deduced between BG 

and insulin (Mathews & Pelzer 2009): 

2.I f BG     (6) 

Where: 

∆I is the change in insulin. 

∆BG is the change in blood glucose levels. 

It is also known that that there is a direct relation between changes in BG level (∆BG) and 

change in (∆ ) (Pelzer et al. 2011): 

3.BG f  
 (7)
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Substituting equation (7) into equation (6) results in the following: 

4.I f  
 (8)

 

The 4f  value corresponds to the insulin sensitivity which has to be determined so that the 

insulin levels can be linked to  levels. Continuous glucose monitors were used on 11 

test subjects. The measurements that were obtained after three days could be used to 

determine the average insulin sensitivity. Table A 4 gives an indication of how the average 

insulin sensitivity factor was calculated. 

Table A 4: Insulin sensitivity ( 4f ) related to   levels 

Subject I /  

1 0.77 

2 0.83 

3 0.67 

4 0.53 

5 0.77 

6 0.30 

7 1.43 

8 0.56 

9 0.43 

10 0.77 

11 0.56 

Average = 4f  0.69 

 

The average insulin sensitivity 4f  is 0.69. Now that the relationship between insulin and 

 has been established, the relationship between alcohol consumption and insulin can be 

investigated. 
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Several studies have been published which relate the effect of alcohol consumption on insulin 

secretion. The change in insulin secretion with alcohol consumption is shown in Table A 5. 

Table A 5: The effect of ethanol consumption on insulin secretion. 

 

The relationship between alcohol consumption and change in insulin levels can therefore be 

established as: 

            
  (9)

 

The reduction in insulin secretion corresponds to a reduction in BG which can be expressed 

in   by using Equation (8). 

Now that these relationships have been determined, Equations (8) & (9) can be substituted 

into Equation (5) to give the correlation between alcohol consumption expressed in terms of 

 and hs-CRP levels: 

                  (10) 

Figure A 4 plots Equation (10) based on data from several studies. 
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References (Kroenke et al. 2003) (Greenfield et al. 2003) 

Ethanol (g/day) 15.0 35.0 11.4 22.9 

I, Reduction in insulin 

secretion per day (mU/l) 
3.89 4.32 5.9 5.6 
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Figure A 4: The effect of alcohol (in terms of        ) on hs-CRP levels. 

From Figure A 4 it can be deduced that moderate alcohol consumption lowers hs-CRP levels 

and therefore also inflammation. A          value of 6 corresponds to a reduction in 

hs-CRP from 1.44 to 1.1 mg/L. The practical inference from Figure A 4 is that by drinking 

approximately one small glass of wine (125 ml) that consists of 12 % alcohol (30 g ethanol = 

6        ), a person’s hs-CRP levels can be reduced and therefore reduce inflammation.  

As previously discussed high levels of ethanol consumption will have a negative effect on 

inflammation. These results however are not presented graphically but they do suggests that 

when consuming 40 grams of ethanol per day, (12         or 330 ml of wine containing 

12% alcohol), an individual’s hs-CRP levels will start to rise (Imhof et al. 2001).
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The effect of psychological stress on BG and on inflammation 

It is known that chronic stress plays an important role in the BG which is produced 

particularly by the liver (McEweb 2008, Black 2003, Raikkonen et al. 1996, Saltiel & Kahn 

2001, Mathews & Liebenberg 2012). Chronic stress induces the release of cortisol which 

inter alia stimulates BG production (McEweb 2008, Black 2003, Raikkonen et al. 

1996,Saltiel & Kahn 2001, Mathews & Liebenberg 2012). 

Investigations were conducted to determine whether increased levels of stress would increase 

hs-CRP levels. It was difficult to find sufficient published articles on the effect of stress on 

hs-CRP which can be quantified in terms of its effect on BG. Therefore, another route was 

considered.  

As previously mentioned, hs-CRP is not only a marker for inflammation but also for 

Coronary heart disease (CHD). Published studies, linking hs-CRP levels to the relative risk of 

CHD are illustrated in Table A 6 by relationship A. The effect of stress in terms of , 

(and its effect on BG) on the relative risk (RR) of CHD is also known and presented as 

relationship B in Table A 6. With this information a correlation between stress, in terms of  

 on hs-CRP levels, could be made. This is shown in Table A 6 link C. 
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Table A 6: The relationship between Stress and hs-CRP levels 

hs-CRP (mg/L) RR for CHD Stress/day 

0.6 1.2 3.0 

1 1.17 2.6 

1.1 1.8 12.1 

2 1.7 10.6 

2.2 2 15.2 

3 1.31 4.7 

3.8 3.56 38.8 

4.5 2.6 24.3 

 

 

Table A 6 is compiled from the following studies: Kubzanski et al. 1997, Roest et al. 2010, 

Kubzanski et al. 2009, Einvik et al. 2009, Vogelzangs et al. 2010, Versteeg et al. 2011, 

Phillips et al. 2009, Roivainen et al. 2012, Koenig et al. 2001, and Rodondi et al. 2010. 
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Figure A 5: The effect of stress quantified in       on hs-CRP levels. 

Now that stress has been quantified in terms of       , and can be linked to hs-CRP 

levels, Figure A 5 could be compiled (R
2
 = 0.55). Figure A 5 suggests that with increasing 

levels of stress (in terms of       ) the level of hs-CRP is also increased. An increase of 

16         (corresponding to low/medium levels of stress), leads to a two-fold increase 

in hs-CRP levels. 
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Roest et al. 2010, 
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Versteeg et al. 2011,  

Phillips et al. 2009 

Roivainenen et al. 2012, 

Koenig et al. 2001 and  

Rodondi et al. 2010 
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Discussion 

Figures A 1 to A 5 were combined, resulting in Figure A 6. The graph has been normalized to 

1 on the y-axis, where 1 represents normal hs-CRP levels. From  Figure A 6, the five lifestyle 

factors can now be quantitatively compared. Stress and food increase hs-CRP levels, which 

correspond to a pro-inflammatory effect. Alcohol, fiber and exercise however, decrease hs-

CRP levels corresponding to a decrease in inflammation.  

From the range of the graphs shown in  Figure A 6, one can deduce the relative effect that 

each lifestyle factor has on the secretion of BG above basal needs (in terms of ). It can 

be seen that stress rapidly induces very high levels of  above basal needs. This suggests 

that stress is one of the most important contributors to inflammation. Stress treatments should 

therefore be investigated more extensively for the reduction of inflammation. 

The graphs for stress and exercise have the steepest gradients and almost mirror one another, 

showing that these two factors have the largest effect on hs-CRP levels and inflammation. 

The reason for this could be that stress and exercise have an effect on the insulin sensitivity 

of a person, which also plays a role in inflammation. Stress decreases insulin sensitivity 

contributing to insulin resistance (Versteeg et al. 2011) and exercise has the opposite effect 

improving insulin sensitivity (Bordenave et al. 2008, Pedersen & Saltin 2006) 

Food and fiber closely follow stress and exercise and are also almost mirror images of one 

another. 
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 Figure A 6: Combined effect of the five lifestyle factors in terms of ∆ /day on hs-CRP levels and therefore on inflammation. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion this study shows the effect of several lifestyle factors on inflammation, 

these factors include; food, dietary fiber, physical exercise, alcohol and psychological 

stress. Several different studies, including their corresponding clinical data, were 

investigated. hs-CRP was used as the marker for inflammation, with higher levels of 

hs-CRP suggesting an increase in inflammation.  

The  model made it possible to quantify the lifestyle factors in a common unit, 

enabling a comparison to be made between the effects of each factor on inflammation. 

The consolidated results accentuated the pivotal role of BG in inflammation. From the 

lifestyle factors investigated, high levels of psychological stress proved to have the 

largest and most significant effect on inflammation. Stress treatments should be 

seriously considered as treatments for the reduction of inflammation. 
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Abstract 

Aim: Research shows that high levels of low density lipoproteins (LDL) and low 

levels of high density lipoproteins (HDL), as well as high insulin, inflammation and 

blood viscosity levels are, among others, risk factors for coronary heart disease 

(CHD). It is unclear which one is the major risk factor. However, high blood glucose 

(BG) levels adversely influence all of them. Therefore, some important lifestyle 

factors which influence BG were investigated, e.g., food and alcohol consumption, 

exercise, stress as well as fiber intake. 

Problems addressed were: (1) current thinking on BG released from carbohydrates 

(CHO) does not lead to an acceptable explanation for the difference in CHD risk of 

refined and unrefined CHO; (2) the lifestyle factors are measured in diverse 

measuring units; and (3) the effect on BG of the different lifestyle factors is not 

quantified. These problems make it difficult to: (1) formulate a single consistent CHD 

risk theory, (2) to compare the impacts of the different lifestyle factors, and (3) to 

develop practical, quantifiable lifestyle suggestions for the five factors. Our aim is to 

solve these problems. 

Method: A common unit to describe BG effect (and which is easy for anyone to 

visualize and understand), namely the equivalent teaspoons sugar ( ), was 

developed for the five lifestyle factors. The glucose hypothesis was tested using 

calculated  values and CHD risk data from clinical trials of others.  

Results: All the lifestyle factors influencing BG were shown to affect the risk for 

CHD. The Pearson-R
2
 values for the analyzed data varied between 0.55 for fiber and 

0.96 for stress. Psychological stress proved to have the greatest impact on the 

development of CHD with a more than four-fold increase in relative risk (RR) for 

CHD. 

Conclusion: One consistent theory to quantify the lifestyle effects of food and alcohol 

consumption, psychological stress, low to moderate exercise and fiber intake (all via 

BG) on CHD was established. Clinical trial data from several publications were used 
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to verify the theory. Quantifiable and easy-to-understand lifestyle suggestions for 

prevention of CHD were established. Introducing the comparative quantification unit,

, the relative effect of especially prolonged high-level stress on CHD could be 

placed into perspective. 

Key words: Coronary heart disease (CHD), blood glucose (BG), lifestyle factors, 

stress, exercise, alcohol, food, dietary fiber. 
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Introduction 

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) is the leading cause of death in the Western world 

(Roberts and Barnard 2005). One cause of Coronary Heart Disease is the pathogenic 

process associated with the development of arteriosclerotic plaque in the arteries 

(Stoll and Bendszus 2006, Shah and Forrester 1991, Falk 1989).  

High blood viscosity creates regions of low wall shear stress in the arteries (Reneman 

and Hoeks 2008, Gnasso et al. 1997) which are prone to arteriosclerotic lesion 

formation (Malek et al. 1999, Chatzizisis et al. 2007). Therefore, high blood viscosity 

has been shown to correspond to increased risk of coronary heart disease (Stoll and 

Bendszus 2006, Koenig et al. 1997). Research shows that there is a significant 

correlation between blood glucose (BG) levels and blood viscosity (Cinar et al. 2001).  

Furthermore, high levels of Low Density (LDL) “bad” cholesterol and low levels of 

High Density (HDL) “good” cholesterol are also known to increase the relative risk of 

coronary heart disease (Willerson and Ridker 2006, Manninen et al. 1992). High BG 

levels reduce HDL cholesterol levels and enhance the synthesis of Very Low Density 

(VLDL) cholesterol (Avramoglu et al. 2006) with adverse effects on RR for CHD 

(Frost et al. 1999, Garg et al. 1992).   

A high insulin level is also shown to be a risk factor for CHD (Ruige et al. 1998, 

Perry et al. 1996). Insulin levels increase with an increasing BG level. High BG levels 

also increase the potential for inflammation which has also been shown to increase the 

risk of CHD (Mazonne et al. 2008).  

Furthermore, high BG engenders adverse metabolic events within endothelial cells, 

promoting atherogenesis (Beckman et al. 2002; Holman et al. 2008; Ouriel 2001). It 

is unclear which of the above mentioned constitutes the major CHD risk factor. 

However, what we know is that high BG levels adversely influence all of them. 
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We also know that various lifestyle factors influence blood glucose (BG), including 

food (Denova-Gutierrez et al. 2010) and alcohol intake (Kroenke et al. 2003), dietary 

fiber added to a meal (Jenkins et al. 2002), physical exercise (Roberts and Barnard 

2005) and psychological stress (Roberts and Barnard 2005). 

However, these lifestyle factors are all measured in different units, e.g., for food 

intake we use grams of carbohydrates (CHO) and the Glycemic Index (GI); for fiber 

we use grams; for alcohol consumption we use grams of ethanol; for exercise it is kcal 

(or METs) expended; and stress is usually reported as being low, moderate (medium), 

high, etc.  

Before we can compare the impact of these factors (via BG) on coronary heart 

disease, we must develop a common unit to describe the BG effect of all these factors.  

We start off by investigating food intake. 

There are studies linking a diet, high in refined carbohydrates (CHO), to an increased 

risk of CHD (Liu et al. 2002).  But why refined CHOs? Do they metabolize more 

glucose energy than unrefined CHOs, thus raising the blood viscosity, reducing HDL, 

increasing VLDL and increasing insulin and inflammation levels? 

Unfortunately, conventional practice as required by the FDA (Wheeler 2010) assumes 

that all CHOs release BG with an energy content of approximately 4 kcal per gram 

into the body (FAO 2004, FAO 2003, Livesey 2001, Livesey et al. 2000).  This means 

that the metabolized glucose energy from refined and unrefined CHOs is apparently 

the same.  

This can thus not explain the difference in CHD risks (via BG) for these two food 

types, refined and unrefined. But is this conventional wisdom regarding CHO-to-BG 

energy metabolism correct?  This will be discussed in the next section and then 

applied to the risk of CHD. 
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CHD risk and the correct metabolized glucose energy from CHOs 

We developed a more correct way than the one used during the past century (Atwater 

and Bryant 1900, Livesey 1990, Livesey et al. 2000) to calculate the BG energy 

metabolized from a CHO by a living creature (Mathews and Pelzer 2009).  It was 

shown that, contrary to popular belief, the metabolized BG energy from different 

CHOs can differ vastly. This could explain the refined/unrefined CHO effect on CHD.  

In the previous paper (Mathews and Pelzer 2009) we defined an energy unit termed  

 (or equivalent teaspoons sugar). This is a practical unit as it is easier to 

visualize a teaspoon of sugar than grams of CHO and Glycemic Index. Let us now 

briefly discuss the new  model to investigate in more detail the link between 

CHD and BG as a result of CHO ingestion.  

To obtain the metabolized BG energy from any CHO in terms of an equivalent 

teaspoons sugar ( ), the following relation holds (Mathews and Pelzer 2009): 

CHO = 
3255

CHOCHOCHO

Sugar

CHO
mGIm





  (1) 

Where CHO  and 
sugar are the metabolic efficiencies of the CHO under investigation 

and sugar, respectively. GICHO is the glycemic index whilst the mass of the CHO is 

given by
CHOm . All GI values are referenced to the glucose standard.  

The higher the GI value (i.e., the more refined the CHO), the higher the metabolic 

efficiency ( CHO ) and the more BG (measured in ) becomes available. This could 

explain the different CHD risks for refined versus unrefined CHO ingestion. 

Studies were identified which report sufficient information to enable the computation 

of the participants’ metabolized CHO energy consumption as described by the  

equation (Equation 1).  The studies investigated the effects of metabolized CHO 
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energy consumption on coronary heart disease (Liu et al. 2000, Mursu et al. 2011, 

Sieri et al. 2010, and Denova-Gutierrez et al. 2009).  

The CHO  ( GICHO/100) and 
CHOm values were obtained from the clinical trials 

investigated, and the average daily  consumption was computed using Equation 

(1). The results, shown in Figure B 1, indicate the effect of daily consumption 

on the risk of CHD using trial data of the various studies. 

 

Figure B 1: The linearized relationship between daily     consumption and the 

relative risk of Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) for a number of clinical trials. 

Figure B 1 (with R
2
 = 0.84) suggests that the risk of coronary heart disease increases 

with blood glucose energy metabolized from CHO as expressed in     (which 

increases as the food becomes more refined). The CHD risk starts to increase from 

consumption of about 36  per day. This is approximately the     count of 

one medium-sized fast food burger meal (burger, fries and cola). The relative risk 

doubles (RR = 2) when a person consumes an additional upsized fast food burger 

meal per day. 
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We previously showed that the average basal energy requirement for men and women 

at average activity levels is about 23  per day (Mathews and Liebenberg 2012). 

New evidence which has become available to us shows that this is closer to 28  

per day (Pinheiro Volp et al. 2011). It is apparent that consumption of more BG than 

the body requires for basal needs, increases the relative risk of CHD. 

The idea behind the  concept was not only to develop a more correct 

metabolized CHO energy value and a common unit for all the lifestyle factors but also 

to develop a unit which is easy to understand, interpret and implement. Keeping track 

of your daily  consumption is simple and assists in making smart food and 

portion size choices.   

More than 4 000 different foodstuffs have been analyzed for their     content. 

Table B 1 shows the     values for a few popular foods. It can be seen that the 

values are typically small and easy to add. (If one uses the mass of CHO, the values 

become on average five-fold larger!) 

Table B 1: Typical  energy values for some popular foods 

Food 
Equivalent teaspoons sugar 

   , per serving 

340 ml can of typical soda 8 

Fresh apple, with skin (medium fruit) 2 

Cheeseburger 7 

Medium French fries 14  

Blueberry muffin (medium serving) 10  

Medium slice of white bread 3  
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The theory to calculate the correct metabolized blood glucose values for CHO 

ingestion and its relevant risk for CHD is now in place.  The effect of fiber on 

metabolized BG energy and its impact on CHD will now be investigated in the next 

section. 

Fiber: Blood glucose metabolism and its impact on coronary heart 

disease 

Several authors have shown that dietary fiber reduces the risk of coronary heart 

disease (Ward et al. 2011, Kokubu et al. 2011, Pereira et al. 2004, Anderson 2000, 

and Truswell 2002). Different reasons are proposed for this phenomenon (Brownlee 

2011, Guarner and Malagelada 2003, Luo et al. 1996, Englyst and Englyst 2005, 

Roberts and Barnard 2005). 

Our hypothesis is that the fiber in a meal reduces the metabolic efficiency of the meal 

and thus reduces the BG metabolized from the CHO in the meal. A reduction in 

metabolized BG will reduce the risk of CHD. The metabolic efficiency is inter alia 

dependent on the GI value of the food (Mathews and Pelzer 2009), which is reduced 

when fiber is added to the meal (Jenkins et al. 2002). 

Jenkins et al. (2002) added fiber to different foods and measured the resulting glucose 

response. One gram of fiber added to 50 grams of CHO reduced the GI of a typical 

meal by 4 units.  This can be translated to a reduction of 0.6  per gram of extra 

fiber added to a meal. 

A new variable,           can now be defined. It is described by the following 

equation: 

                          (2) 

Where mFib added is the mass of the fiber added in grams.  
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Published measured data were obtained for CHD relative risk (RR) against dietary 

fiber intake (Ward et al. 2011, Kokubu et al. 2011). Using Equation (2) and the 

published data,           values can be calculated and plotted against the 

published RR measurements (Figure B 2). 

 

Figure B 2: The average linearized relationship between fiber intake and RR of CHD 

for a number of published studies. 

Note that in Figure B 2 a RR of 2 corresponds to a two-fold increase or reduction in 

relative risk when compared with normal risk (RR = 1). The R
2
 for the correlation 

between fiber and relative risk for CHD was 0.55.  

An important implication from our hypothesis is that additional fiber must be eaten 

with the meal to reduce the meal’s metabolic efficiency and thus its net BG energy 

release. Fiber eaten on its own at other times of the day will have little effect 

according to our hypothesis.  

What does this mean on a practical lifestyle level? One can now easily quantify the 

BG effect for fiber. For example, if one adds 7 g of fiber to three meals a day (i.e. 
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 21 g additional fiber/day), by Equation (2) this gives a BG metabolism reduction 

equal to 0.6 21 12.6  energy for the meals.  

Figure B 2 shows that this will reduce the trial group’s relative risk of CHD by a 

factor of approximately 1.6 (i.e. RR = 1.6). Figure B 2 also shows that extra fiber, 

equivalent to values less than 3 , does not influence the RR. 

The effect of exercise on blood glucose and coronary heart disease 

(CHD) 

Lack of physical inactivity is an important risk factor for CHD (Pedersen and Saltin 

2006, Haskell et al. 2007, Roberts and Barnard 2005, Sundquist et al. 2005, Fuster et 

al. 2005, Warburton et al. 2006, Libby et al. 2002). Our hypothesis regarding exercise 

is that it inter alia consumes one’s available BG energy. Let us investigate this 

hypothesis by first quantifying the exercise effect on BG. 

It has been shown that the energy effect of BG can be described in terms of the easy-

to-use unit,  (Hildebrand and Mathews 2004). This relationship is utilized to 

quantify and investigate the effect on CHD risks of energy expended through 

exercise.  

Approximately 20% of the energy expended during exercise ( 0.2 Excercisekcal ) comes 

from BG (Noakes 2001). The BG energy expressed in  expended by a test 

subject can then be calculated using the energy expended in Excercisekcal  and applying 

the conversion between kcal and , namely the following (equation (11) Mathews 

and Pelzer (2009)):  

                                ⁄                    (3) 

This results in the following: 
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                                 ⁄                      
 

  

 
            

  
 

                                                                                                                                    (4) 

The value              is calculated by accounting for the type, duration and intensity 

of the exercise, as well as the body weight of the individual (ACSM 2007). Good 

approximations for BG consumption due to exercise can therefore be made for a 

specific person.  

With the BG required for physical exercise quantified by Equation (4) for energy 

expended, (         ), over and above basal needs, we can now investigate 

published clinical trials for exercise and CHD risk. Several researchers investigated 

the relationship between physical activity (type, duration, and intensity) and coronary 

heart disease (Manson et al. 2002, Tanasescu et al. 2002, Zheng et al. 2009).  

These results were used to determine the average daily          expenditure, 

using equation (4). We focus on low-intensity exercise (walking, jogging, etc.) as it is 

more practical to achieve for most people rather than high-intensity exercise (e.g., 

kickboxing), (Kruk 2011, Pearce 2008, Miyazaki et al. 2001, Saltiel and Kahn 2001). 

The results from these low-intensity exercise studies are given in Figure B 3. Again 

note that we define RR of 2 corresponds to a two-fold decrease in normal CHD risk 

(RR=1). The R
2
 value is 0.60.  
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Figure B 3: The linearized relationship between low to moderate-intensity exercises 

in terms of          (exercises above basal activity) and RR of CHD for a 

number of published studies. 

What does Figure B 3 mean on a practical lifestyle level? Daily low to moderate-

intensity exercise of approximately 7          energy reduces the risk for CHD 

by a factor of 1.5 (i.e. RR = 1.5), cf. Fig. 3. This is equivalent to approximately 60 

minutes of walking at 6 km/h per day for a 70-kg male. Table B 2 provides examples 

of typical          energy expended for some popular low-intensity exercises. 
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Table B 2: Typical          values for physical exercises 

Activity, for a duration of 60 min 
Equivalent teaspoons sugar 

         energy expended 

by an 70-kg male 

Cycling at 21 km/h, level road 6 

Swimming (crawl) 6 

Tennis 9 

Walking at 6 km/h 8 

Running at 11 km/h 17 

 

The effect of alcohol consumption on blood glucose (BG) and 

coronary heart disease (CHD) 

Alcohol inter alia suppresses the ability of the liver to produce BG via 

gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis (Krebs et al. 1969, Bollen et al. 1998, Siler et al. 

1998). Our hypothesis thus suggests a favourable link between alcohol consumption 

and RR for CHD.  

Published data indeed link moderate alcohol consumption (measured in grams of 

ethanol per day) with a lower relative risk (RR) for CHD (Hvidtfeld et al. 2010, 

Arriola et al. 2009, Ikehara et al. 2008). This is shown in Table B 3, or by the 

following equation: 

                                                                   (5) 
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Table B 3: Relative risk (RR) of CHD due to moderate alcohol consumption given in 

ethanol (g/day) 

Reference Ikehara et al. (2008) Hvidtfeld et al. (2010) Arriola et al. (2009) 

Ethanol g/d 0 22.9 0 4.9 19.9 29.9 0 5 30 

RR 1 0.84 1 0.78 0.68 0.52 1 0.72 0.58 

 

As with the previous lifestyle factors we want to relate the BG reduction effect of 

alcohol with the unit, . With less BG produced ( BG ) by the liver, less insulin 

( I ) is needed and thus secreted by the pancreas. We can assume a linear relationship 

between BG production and insulin secretion (Mathews and Pelzer 2009). This is 

shown in equation (6): 

2.I f BG                       (6) 

There is also a direct correlation between change in BG level and change in , 

(Pelzer et al. 2011):  

3.BG f                                  (7) 

Substituting equation (7) into equation (6) leads to the following equation: 

4.I f                                  (8) 

To relate insulin levels to  levels, we determined the insulin sensitivity, 4f . 

Eleven people were fitted with continuous glucose monitors for three days. From 
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these measurements the average insulin sensitivity was calculated as 0.69,  

(cf. Table B 4), and used as a guide for our calculations. 

Table B 4: Insulin sensitivity ( 4f ) related to  levels 

Subject I /  

1 0.77 

2 0.83 

3 0.67 

4 0.53 

5 0.77 

6 0.30 

7 1.43 

8 0.56 

9 0.43 

10 0.77 

11 0.56 

Average = 4f  0.69 

 

From the first two rows of Table B 5 we can find the correlation between alcohol 

consumption (Alcohol) and reduction in daily insulin secretion ( I ): 

                                                        (9) 

The reduction in insulin ( I ) inter alia reflects a reduction in BG (i.e.  ) from 

especially the liver (Row 3 in Table B 5 using equation (8)). Substituting equations 

(5) and (8) into equation (9) gives the relative risk (RR) of CHD with alcohol 

consumption, expressed in one common unit, : 
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RR = 6.f                                                                     (10) 

Figure B 4 (with R
2
 = 0.55) plots equation (10) for moderate alcohol intake (e.g., 

fewer than two glasses of wine per day) using the data from Tables B 3 to B 5.  

Table B 5: Alcohol consumption and insulin secretion 

 

 

Figure B 4: Relative risk (RR) of CHD due to alcohol intake, quantified in terms of 

       . 
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What is the practical implication of Figure B 4? Moderate alcohol intake reduces the 

RR for CHD. Consuming one glass (approx. 200 ml) of dry white wine (12% ethanol 

per volume), is equivalent to 23 g of ethanol or approximately 8         (cf. 

Table B 5). From Figure B 4 it can be seen that the RR for CHD reduces by 

approximately a factor 2 , from a normal risk (RR = 1).  

Note that excessive alcohol intake increases the RR for CHD (Ikehara et al. 2008, 

Hvidtfeldt et al. 2010). We therefore do not recommend higher alcohol consumption 

also due to other potential negative effects. 

Glucose energy released by counter regulation due to stress 

Stress is inter alia an important contributor to the quantity of BG produced by 

especially the liver (McEwen 2008, Black 2003, Mathews and Liebenberg 2011, 

Saltiel and Kahn 2001, Räikkönen et al. 1996).  

We quantified the BG production due to chronic, (in the order of weeks), high-level 

psychological stress using , (Mathews and Liebenberg 2012). Our research 

shows an average BG increase of 2.2 fold (or 50       ) above basal needs for 

high levels of prolonged stress, which corresponds to a relative risk of 4.1.  

Similar to our other work for high-level stress, we linearly scaled the relative risk 

factors for moderate and low levels of stress (from Kubzanski et al. 1997, Kubzanski 

et al. 2009, Envik et al. 2009, Vogelzang et al. 2010, Roest et al. 2010, Versteeg et al. 

2011, and Phillips et al. 2009) against that of high-level stress. The extra        

secreted per day above daily basal need by the individuals as a result of stress (low-, 

moderate-, and high levels) is given in Figure B 5. The R
2 

value is 0.96.  
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Figure B 5: The linearized relationship between prolonged stressful life events (low-, 

medium-, and high-intensity) and risk of Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) for a number 

of studies. 

Now that stress has been quantified in terms of       , it is easier to make 

quantitative and comparative predictions about the adverse effects of stress on CHD.  

Discussion 

Using the data from Figures B 1 to B 5, Figure B 6 could be constructed. The graphs 

start at a normal relative risk (RR = 1) and show the fold increase and decrease of the 

relevant contributors. The CHD risk of the five lifestyle BG contributors can now be 

compared quantitatively.  

The lengths of the graphs in Figure B 6 give an idea of practical  values for the 

different lifestyle factors above basal needs (from the respective clinical trials). It can 

be seen that, in practice, stress can quickly induce very high levels of  secreted 

above basal levels.  
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This is much higher than the practical  values for the other lifestyle-BG 

effects. Figure B 6 hints that treatment for stress (including anxiolytics) to reduce 

CHD risk may be more important than generally recognized. 

The stress and exercise curves have similar absolute values of slopes. Similarly, the 

food and fiber curves are near-mirror images of each other. Exercise (Bordenave et al. 

2008, Pedersen and Saltin 2006) and stress (Versteeg et al. 2011) both influence 

insulin sensitivity, albeit in opposite manners, thus explaining their larger slopes than 

those of the food and fiber curves.  

Despite improving insulin sensitivity (Sierksma et al. 2004, Room et al. 2005), 

moderate alcohol consumption also has other antiatherosclerotic effects (O’Keefe et 

al. 2007, Stampfer et al. 2000, Mukamal et al. 2003), resulting in the large slope 

shown in Figure B 6. 
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Consolidated results 
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Conclusion 

The most important contribution of this study is that a single, consistent and easy-to-understand, 

well verified and quantifiable theory was developed to explain the effect of food, alcohol, dietary 

fiber, physical exercise and psychological stress on relative risk for coronary heart disease 

(CHD). Quantification, using the ( ) unit made it possible to compare lifestyle factors and to 

show the importance on CHD risk of prolonged high-level stress. 

Although we have discussed glucose control as a measure to ensure a lifestyle concomitant with 

reduced CHD risk, it has not escaped our notice that this knowledge may lead to new solutions 

for controlling proliferative CHD. Details will be published later. 
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Abstract 

Aim: 

Smoking is associated with increased risk of coronary heart disease (CHD). It is hypothesized 

that the reason for this increased risk is primarily due to smoking causing high blood glucose 

(BG) levels through its insulin desensitizing properties. High BG levels are related to increased 

inflammation and thus increased atherosclerosis and CHD. The effect of smoking on BG and the 

latter’s effect on CHD is investigated using a novel approach. 

Method: 

To express the effect which smoking has on BG, a common unit for BG energy quantification 

was developed, namely equivalent teaspoons of sugar (  ). This is a practical unit due to the 

fact that a teaspoon of sugar is easy to visualize and thus to understand for an ordinary person. 

Published data were interpreted and processed; the  model was applied to find the 

relationship between smoking and BG on the RR for CHD. Linear curve fittings were assumed to 

make the data easier to interpret and understand. 

Results: 

From the results it is apparent that smoking can be quantified in terms of its effect on BG by 

using a state of the art model ( ). Smoking increases BG levels, and this is thought to 

increase the risk for CHD. The data for smoking in terms of  against the relative risk (RR) 

for CHD were fitted linearly with an R
2
 of 0.72. Cigarette smoking leads to an increase of 

approximately 20  above basal requirements and increase the RR for CHD more than two 

and a half-fold. 
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Conclusion: 

A practical and easy-to-use unit was established and employed to quantify the effect that 

smoking has on BG and the latter’s effect on CHD. Smoking apparently induces high BG levels 

and is thought to be through the insulin resistance state. Increased BG levels are associated with 

a higher risk for CHD. Cigarette smoking has other atherosclerotic properties apart from its 

glycemic effect and it is therefore expected to have even greater impact on CHD development.  

Key words: Smoking, insulin resistance, coronary heart disease, blood glucose.  
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Introduction 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading cause of death in the western world (Roberts and 

Barnard 2005, Barker 2012). Several epidemiologic studies suggest that smoking is one of the 

leading risk factors associated with CHD in both men and women (Ambrose and Barua 2004). A 

recent study showed that in regions such as South America, Eastern Europe and South-East Asia 

there were approximately twice as many deaths from CHD attributable to smoking, than from 

cancer or respiratory disease (Leif 2009). The number of smokers worldwide is increasing and is 

estimated to reach 1.7 billion by 2025 (Leif 2009). It is therefore becoming increasingly 

important to understand the risks associated with cigarette smoking. 

It has been suggested that the key link between cigarette smoke and cardiovascular disease is 

insulin resistance (Reaven and Tsao 2003). Smoking reduces important anti-inflammatory 

markers such as adiponectin which is a protein produced in the adipose tissue, and is known for 

its anti-inflammatory and insulin sensitizing properties (Reaven and Tsao 2003). If adiponectin 

levels fall sufficiently insulin sensitivity is decreased which can lead to insulin resistance. 

Insulin resistance causes chronic hyperglycemia (constant levels of high blood glucose), which is 

the state commonly attributed to diabetics (Funk et al. 2012). Hyperglycemia contributes to 

atherosclerosis, which includes thickening of artery walls and accumulation of plaque and is 

known as the primary cause for CHD (Funk et al. 2012).  

Atherosclerosis and CHD are both commonly known as inflammatory diseases (Anuurad et al. 

2009). Hyperglycemia is linked to inflammation through the reductase pathway. High blood 

glucose levels increase inflammation by influencing this pathway through the activation of 

protein kinase, the accumulation of diacylglycerol and increased glucose flux (Chait and 

Bornfeldt 2009). In the process inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein (CRP), 

interleuken-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) are increased which enhance 

monocyte adhesion to endothelial cells resulting in accelerated fatty streak formation in arteries 

(Ambrose and Barua 2004, Chait and Bornfeldt 2009). These fatty streaks finally form lesions 

which then rupture and cause clinical manifestations of CHD (Chait and Bornfeldt 2009).   
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Figure C 1 illustrates a simplified mechanism of smoking on the relative risk (RR) for CHD 

through insulin resistance and inflammation (BG pathway). 

 

Smoking contributes to CHD not only through insulin resistance and inflammation but also 

through: 

Vasomotor dysfunction: Smoking decreases vasodilatory function in macro-vascular beds such as 

coronary and brachial arteries. Nitrogen Oxide, (NO), is responsible for vasodilation. Cigarette 

smoke decreases the availability of NO. Apart from the vaso-regulating properties NO also plays 

an important role in the regulation of inflammation, leukocyte adhesion, platelet adhesion and 

thrombosis (Ambrose and Barua 2004). 

     IL-6, TNF-α 

and CRP 

    Adiponectin 

   Insulin resistance 

Blood glucose 

Inflammation 

RR for CHD 

Smoking 

Figure C 1: A simplified pathway mechanism illustrating the effect of smoking 

through the BG pathway on the risk of CHD 
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Modification of lipid profile: Smoking cause higher serum cholesterol and low density 

lipoprotein (LDL) levels, as well as low levels of high density lipoprotein (HDL). These can 

cause blockages in arteries causing atherosclerosis (Ambrose and Barua 2004). 

Even though smoking promotes CHD by means other than insulin resistance, these other effects 

are not discussed in this paper. It is hypothesized that the primary contribution made by smoking 

to the risk of CHD is through increased blood glucose levels. This paper quantifies the effects of 

smoking on CHD through a novel blood glucose quantification method.  

Method 

High blood glucose (BG) is a major contributor to CHD and, as suggested, the key link between 

smoking and CHD is insulin resistance (Reaven and Tsao 2003). It is therefore logical to first 

quantify smoking in terms of its effect on BG.  

A common unit was developed to quantify the effect that several lifestyle factors have on BG. 

This common unit is called equivalent teaspoon sugar (  ) (Mathews and Pelzer 2009).  It is 

a practical unit because a teaspoon of sugar is easy to visualize and understand for the ordinary 

person.  

Published data indicates that there is an accurate correlation between the number of cigarettes 

smoked and the relative risk (RR), of CHD. A linear relationship (R
2
 = 0.75) was assumed to 

facilitate easy interpretation (Estathiou et al. 2009,  Pope III et al. 2011).  

Using this data, a mathematical equation describing the RR as a function of the number of 

cigarettes smoked per day is suggested: 

RR= f1.Cigarettes                                                                                                 (1) 

 

ets 
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Where f1 is the proportionality constant. 

As adiponectin plays such a definitive role in insulin resistance, published data are also available 

which depict the relationship between cigarette smoking and plasma adiponectin levels, cf. Table 

C 1. This relationship can be described by the following equation: 

Δ Adiponectin = f2. Cigarettes                                                                                   (2) 

Table C 1: Published data showing the relationship between the number of cigarettes smoked 

and adiponectin levels. (Adapted from Tsai et al. 2011, Takefuji et al. 2007, Estathiou et al. 

2009). 

Reference Tsai et al. 2011 Takefuji et al. 2007 Efstathiou et al. 2009 

Number of 

cigarettes 

0 25 7.5 19.5 16.5 27.1 37.7 

Adiponectin 

(µg/ml) 

11.47 8.35 8.65 8.05 8.7 7.2 5.7 

 

The link between plasma adiponectin and fasting insulin levels can also be found from published 

literature and as shown in Table C 2.  
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Table C 2: Relationship between fasting insulin and adiponectin (Adapted from Nayak et al. 

2010, Engeli et al. 2003, Polak et al. 2008) 

Reference Nayak et al. 2010 Engeli et al. 2003 Polak et al. 2008 

Adiponectin 

(µg/ml) 

7.79 24.77 16.98 15 17.5 20 4.4 7.1 9.8 

Insulin (µU/ml) 8.89 18.19 27.49 3.3 6.6 10 8.4 11.3 14.2 

 

Δ Adiponectin = f3. ΔI                                                                                              (3) 

Where ΔI = Change in insulin 

By substituting equation (2) into (3): 

Cigarettes= f4. ΔI                                                                                                    (4) 

Assuming a linear relationship between BG production and insulin secretion (Mathews and 

Pelzer 2009): 

ΔI = f5. ΔBG
                                                                                           

              (5) 

There is also a direct correlation between change in BG level and change in  (Pelzer et al. 

2011):  

ΔBG= f6.Δ                       (6) 

Substituting equation (5) into equation (6) gives: 
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ΔI = f7.Δ                                    (7) 

Combining equations (4) and (7): 

Cigarettes = f8.Δ                                                                                 (8) 

Finally substituting equation (8) into equation (1) the following relationship is established: 

RRCHD= f9.Δ                                                                                       (9) 

The data from the different publications can now be interpreted and processed by the 

mathematical equations derived to establish the risk of smoking on CHD through . 

Results and discussion 

Table C 3, obtained from equations 8 and 9, gives an indication of the number of cigarettes 

smoked per day expressed in equivalent Δ  per day and the corresponding RR for CHD.  
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Table C 3: The number of cigarettes with the equivalent in  as well as the corresponding 

relative risks for CHD. 

Number of 

cigarettes/day 
Δ /day RR for CHD 

1.5 0.76 1.58 

5.5 2.80 1.73 

10 5.09 2.01 

15 7.64 1.99 

20 10.19 2.42 

25 12.74 2.33 

30 15.28 2.17 

35 17.83 2.52 

40 20.38 2.37 

 

Figure C 2 shows the significance of smoking on the RR for CHD using the data collected (from 

Nayak et al. 2010, Engeli et al. 2003, Pollak et al. 2008, Tsai et al. 2011, Takefuji et al. 2007, 

Estathiou et al. 2009, Pope III et al. 2011, Pelzer et al. 2011, Mathews and Pelzer 2009). 
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Figure C 2 assumes a normal relative risk, (RR = 1), and shows the fold increase in RR on the y-

axis. A linear curve fitting (R2 = 0.72) was done to simplify interpretation of the data. 

 

Figure C 2: The RR for CHD as a function number of cigarettes per day quantified in terms of 

blood glucose expressed in . Data from Nayak et al. 2010, Engeli et al. 2003, Polak et al. 

2008, Tsai et al. 2011, Takefuji et al. 2007, Estathiou et al. 2009, Pope III et al. 2011, Pelzer et 

al. 2011, Mathews and Pelzer 2009. 

From Figure C 2 it can be seen that with increasing  the RR for CHD also increases, as 

expected. More importantly it shows that there is a strong correlation between smoking, BG and 

CHD.  

However, the gradient of this graph is not as steep as expected. Suggesting that, the increase in 

BG, is not the only contribution that smoking has on the risk for CHD. There are other 

atherosclerotic effects that are also associated with cigarette smoking such as the vasomotor 

dysfunction and modification on the lipid profile (Ambrose and Barua 2004). The practical 
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implication of Figure C 2 is that smoking 20 cigarettes a day may cause BG levels to rise up to 

20  above basal requirements, resulting in a more than an increase of two and a half times 

the normal RR for CHD.  

Conclusion 

The mathematical models presented in this paper indicate that there is a strong correlation 

between blood glucose levels ( ) and cigarette smoking. From the data processed it is 

apparent that smoking induces high levels of blood glucose which result in increased relative risk 

for CHD. Even though all the effects that cigarette smoking has on the RR for CHD cannot be 

completely quantified through its glycemic impact, it is still a good indication of the negative 

effect of smoking on CHD. 
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Abstract 

Aims: Research publications suggest that blood glucose (BG) plays a significant role in breast 

cancer development. The lifestyle factors which influence the risk of breast cancer such as: Food, 

physical exercise, psychological stress and fiber intake have been extensively investigated. 

However, it is unclear which factor has the most significant impact on the risk for BC. All these 

lifestyle factors have one thing in common, they influence BG levels. The aim of this study is to 

quantify the risk factors in terms of their glycemic effect by using a common, single unit to 

compare their influences on BC risk. 

Methods: A state of the art model known as  (equivalent teaspoons of sugar) was 

implemented to quantify each lifestyle factor in terms of its effect on BG. The advantage of 

using  is that it is easy to vizualize and interpret and allows the lifestyle effects on BC to be 

compared using a common unit. After the equivalent values for each factor was developed they 

were used to express the relative risk (RR) for BC as a function of . 

Results: The lifestyles responsible for increasing BG levels also increased the risk for BC. 

Whereas, the BG lowering lifestyle factors were inversely associated with the RR of BC. 

Psychological stress had the largest impact on the RR for BC, doubling the risk. Low to 

moderate physical activity was associated with the largest protective effect, reducing the risk by 

a factor of 0.6.  

Conclusion: The glycemic effects of food, psychological stress, physical exercise and dietary 

fiber on the risk of BC could be established using one consistent state of the art unit, . For 

verification of the theory clinical data from various research publications were used. The lifestyle 

factors which influence the RR of BC could be quantified and compared. The effect of the 

different lifestyle factors on BC could be placed in perspective especially the large impact of 

psychological stress. 
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Key words: Breast cancer (BC), blood glucose (BG), carcinogenesis, lifestyle factors, 

psychological stress, physical exercise, excessive food intake, dietary fibre and . 

Introduction 

Globally breast cancer (BC) is the most frequently diagnosed cancer among women. In 2008 

statistics showed that nearly 1.38 million people were diagnosed with BC (Ferlay et al. 2010). 

BC is also the most common cause of death in women worldwide (Ferlay et al. 2010). 

Cancer is not a single disease, it has become increasingly evident that it is organ and tissue 

specific (Weigelt & Mina 2008). BC is commonly known as a group of a variety of different 

diseases with different risk factors, clinical and pathological properties as well as different 

responses to treatment (Weigelt et al. 2010, Hanby et al. 2005, Weigelt & Mina 2008). 

BC can be separated into subgroups by histological grade or type. Classification in terms of 

grade takes into consideration the degree of differentiation and proliferation (i.e. tubule 

formation, nuclear pleomorphism and mitotic index) (Weigelt et al. 2010). Histological type is 

more commonly used for classification and refers to the growth of the tumor  (Weigelt et al. 

2010).  

Through histological type classification, BC can either be referred to as non-invasive (in situ) or 

invasive. Non-invasive BC is usually situated in the epithelial lining of the terminal duct or 

lobular unit and is usually where the carcinoma originates. Invasive BC refers to the cancerous 

cells growing through the ducts or lobules into the tissue of the breast (Bateman 2004). These 

cells, especially ductal carcinomas often continue to grow at a rapid pace and cause a lump or 

thickening and can metastasise through the blood or lymph nodes into other parts of the body 

(Bateman 2004). 

It has been suggested that high blood glucose (BG) fuels carcinogenesis. More than 70 years ago 

the glucose metabolism was studied by Warburgh using aerobically incubated tumor slices  
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(Gatenby & Gillies 2004, Kim & Dang 2006, dos Santos et al. 2004). These tumor slices were 

responsible for the rapid production of high levels of lactate (Kim & Dang 2006, dos Santos et 

al. 2004). This high rate of glycolysis therefore became a biomarker for malignancies (dos 

Santos et al 2004). Furthermore, it showed high rates of glutamine utilisation. The combination 

of glutamine and glucose provide energy in the form of ATP for increased cell proliferation (dos 

Santos et al 2004). 

In this study the focus will be on the effect of lifestyle factors glycemic effects on the 

development of BC. Several publications have studied different lifestyle effects and the 

development of BC. Lifestyle factors that are of particular importance in this study, due to their 

glycemic impact, are: Food intake, psychological stress, dietary fiber intake and physical 

exercise. Research shows that food intake (Sieri et al. 2007, Wen et al. 2009 , Sieri et al. 2012, 

Augustin et al. 2001, Larrson et al. 2009) and psychological stress (Lillberg et al. 2001, Metcalfe 

et al. 2007, Kruk et al. 2004) is associated with increased relative risk (RR) for BC. However 

dietary fiber intake (Wen et al. 2009, Cade et al. 2007 Belle et al. 2011) and physical exercise 

(Eliasen et al. 2010, Kruk et al. 2007, McTiernan et al. 2003, Awatef et al. 2011, Verloop et al. 

2000, Carpenter et al. 2003)  are both linked to reduced RR for BC. 

These lifestyle factors are all expressed in different units making it difficult to draw a 

comparison between them. This, in turn, is confusing when attempting to establish which factor 

has the largest impact on BC development. Therefore, in this paper the lifestyle factors will be 

quantified in terms of their glycemic effect and a state of the art model known as 

(equivalent teaspoons of sugar). This common and easily understandable unit allows the 

glycemic effects of the different lifestyle factors to be vizualized and interpreted in a simplistic 

manner (in terms of teaspoons of sugar). It also ensures that the lifestyle impacts can be 

compared on an equal standard.  

The lifestyle factors from the different clinical studies will therefore be modelled in terms of 

 and the impact of the glycemic effect will be investigated using published data for the RR 
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of BC. The lifestyle factors which increase BG levels will be investigated first, followed by the 

lifestyles that reduce BG levels. 

Lifestyle factors that increase BG levels 

Effect of excessive food intake on BG 

Carbohydrates (CHOs) are the primary source of energy in the diet of average person (Anderson 

et al. 2002). Carbohydrate intake is often quantified in terms of Glycemic index (GI) and 

Glycemic load (GL). Carbohydrates with high GI values are quickly broken down into glucose, 

causing spikes in blood glucose levels and an increase in short term satiety. On the other hand, 

low GI carbohydrates are broken down slowly resulting in sustained satiety in the long term 

(Ebbeling et al. 2003). GL takes into consideration both the mass of the food and the GI value 

(GL = Mass of CHO × GI) (Ebbeling et al. 2003). 

Several publications show that with increased GL the RR for BC increases (Sieri et al. 2007, 

Wen et al. 2009 , Sieri et al. 2012, Augustin et al. 2001, Larrson et al. 2009). In this study, the 

data from the several research publications that express food intake in terms of GL, will be 

modelled in terms of its BG effect and its impact on the RR for BC.  

A relationship between the blood glucose (BG) energy metabolised from Carbohydrates (CHOs) 

and  already exist (Mathews & Pelzer 2009): 

    
    

      
 

    

 
 

         

   
                                                                     (22) 

All the GI values are referenced to the glucose standard.  

     and        are the metabolic efficiencies of the CHO and the sugar, respectively.  

      is the glycaemic index and      the mass of the CHO 
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Now that a relationship has been established between CHO metabolised and , the data 

collected from the various research publications which link the RR for BC and GL can be used in 

Equation 1. The     and RR for BC is plotted in Figure D 1: The linearized relationship 

between excessive food consumption above basal requirements in terms of  and the RR for 

CHD. 

A linearized function is assumed to simplify the interpretation and understanding of the results. 

The correlation coefficient (R
2
) is low due to this linearized assumption. If the same results were 

used in a second order polynomial a higher R
2
 value will be obtained, but the interpretation will 

be more complex.  

 

Figure D 1: The linearized relationship between excessive food consumption above basal 

requirements in terms of  and the RR for CHD 

Figure D 1: The linearized relationship between excessive food consumption above basal 

requirements in terms of  and the RR for CHD implicates that with increased food intake 

the RR for BC increases. Figure D 1: The linearized relationship between excessive food 
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consumption above basal requirements in terms of  and the RR for CHD has been modified 

to take into consideration the basal energy requirements for everyday activities. It has been 

suggested that a person requires approximately 23  to 28  as basal energy (Mathews 

& Pelzer 2009, Volp et al. 2011).  

Practically, Figure D 1: The linearized relationship between excessive food consumption above 

basal requirements in terms of  and the RR for CHD shows that with the consumption of an 

additional fast food burger meal corresponding to approximately 36 (burger, chips and 

cola), the RR for BC increases with a factor of 1.4 (RR=1.4).  

Psychological stress 

Prolonged psychological stress is associated with increased BG production especially in the liver 

(McEweb 2008, Black 2003, Raikkonen et al. 1996, Saltiel & Kahn 2001, Mathews & 

Liebenberg 2012). Cortisol a steroid hormone, which is secreted during psychological stress, is 

responsible for gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis (Mathews & Liebenberg 2012). Therefore, 

with increased psychological stress, cortisol levels increase which, in turn, elevate blood glucose 

levels, glucagon, growth hormones and catecholamines (Mathews & Liebenberg 2012).  

As mentioned previously, published studies show what the impact of psychological stress is on 

the RR for BC. This is presented in Table D 1.  
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Table D 1: The relationship between clinical data from published studies showing the impact of 

psychological stress on the RR for BC 

Reference Stress level RR for BC 

Lillberg et al. 2001 
Low 1.09 

High 1.25 

Metcalfe et al. 2007 

Low 1 

Medium 2.04 

High 2.14 

Kruk et al. 2004 

Low 1.24 

Medium 2 

High 3.83 

 

In order to quantify the stress level in terms of , an established relationship from Mathews 

& Liebenberg 2012 was used. This association is presented in Table D 2. 
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Table D 2: The relationship between clinical data from published studies showing the impact of 

psychological stress on the RR for BC 

Reference Stress level /day 

Kubzanski et al. 1997 

low 7.2 

medium 21.6 

high 50.4 

Kubzanski et al. 2009 high 28.7 

Einvik et al. 2009 medium 25.1 

Vogelzangs et al. 2010 medium 24.2 

Roest et al. 2010 low 6.1 

Versteeg et al. 2011 medium 17.4 

Phillips et al. 2009 medium 20.7 

 

Combining Tables D 1 and D 2, psychological stress level is quantified in terms of . This 

BG quantification of stress in terms of  can now be plotted with its corresponding RR for 

BC in Figure D 2. A linearized relationship was again assumed for a simplified interpretation and 

understanding. 
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Figure D 2: The impact of psychological stress in terms of  on the RR for developing BC. 

Psychological stress is responsible for an increase in RR for BC, as can be seen from Figure D 2 

(R
2 

= 0.51). The glycaemic effect of psychological stress is substantial inducing  values of 

almost 40 and a corresponding 2.5 fold increase in the RR fold. The practical implication of 

Figure D 2 is that low stress (≈ 11 ) increases RR for BC by a factor of 1.5; medium levels 

(≈ 31 ) are related to approximately a two-fold increase in the RR for BC, and high levels 

of stress a 2.5 fold increase.  
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Blood glucose lowering lifestyle factors 

Dietary fiber intake 

The viscosity of fiber is associated with lower absorption rates in the small intestine (Kendall et 

al. 2010). Food high in fibre is known to have a low GI value (Kendall et al. 2010, Mathews & 

Pelzer 2009, Jenkins et al. 2002). The slower food absorption rate is also responsible for reduced 

glucose absorption, lowering BG levels. This is inter alia accountable for increased insulin 

sensitivity and better BG control (Kendall et al. 2010).  

Jenkins added fiber to different foods and measured the resulting glucose response (Jenkins et al. 

2002). One gram of fiber, added to 50 grams of CHO, reduced the GI of a typical meal by 4 

units. This can be translated to a reduction of 0.6  per gram of extra fiber added to a meal. 

A new variable           can now be defined: 

                                                                                                     (23) 

Where            is the mass of the fiber added in grams. 
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Figure D 3: The glycaemic effect in terms of  of dietary fibre intake on the RR for BC. 

A linearized relationship (R
2 

= 0.53) between fiber intake in terms of  and the RR for BC 

was once again assumed for ease of interpretation and understanding. 

From Figure D 3 it is evident that fiber intake is inversely associated with the RR for BC. 

Dietary fiber intake only has an impact on the RR of BC after ingestion of the equivalent of 4 

. With the consumption of 10 , which is the equivalent of 5.5 g of fiber added to three 

meals daily                   , corresponds to an approximately two-fold reduction 

in the RR for BC.  
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Low to moderate intensity physical exercise 

It is proposed that energy is expended through exercise, lowering BG levels in the body and thus 

lowering CRP levels. It is known that through participation in physical activity almost 20% of 

the energy comes from BG (0.2×            ) (Noakes 2001). Using the energy expended during 

exercise in               a relationship between the BG expended in  can be obtained. The 

following conversion equation between kcal and  is obtained (taken from equation (11)). 

                                ⁄                                        (3) 

Resulting in: 

                                 ⁄                      
 

 

 
            

  
 

                                                                                                                                              (4) 

             accounts for the type, duration and intensity of the exercise, it also takes into 

consideration the body mass of the test subject (ACSM).  
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Figure D 4: The effect of low to moderate physical exercise in terms of  on the RR for BC 

Only low to moderate intensity exercise is accounted for because this is what an average person 

will realistically achieve. An example of a low intensity exercise includes walking at 3 km/h for 

an hour. Moderate intensity exercise is classified as swimming for an hour.  

From Figure D 4 it is apparent that physical activity reduces the risk of BC (R
2 

= 0.86).  

Figure D 4 suggests that physical activity corresponding to approximately 7 (swimming at a 

moderate pace or cycling at 9 km/hr for 60 minutes) reduces BC risk by factor of 1.6 (RR = 1.6). 
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The results of this study are based on previous studies and are only as accurate as the clinical 

data investigated. Furthermore, the model is not perfect and only accounts for the glycemic 

effects of the lifestyle factors investigated. 

Figure D 5 is the consolidation of Figures D 1 to D 4. It is evident that the lifestyle factors 

associated with the increase of BG such as psychological stress and excessive food intake 

increase the RR for BC. The BG lowering lifestyles are related to a decrease in BC risk. 

Psychological stress has the largest influence on carcinogenesis and the development of BC. It 

more than doubles the risk for BC, while inducing significantly large  values. Excessive 

food consumption has a large glycaemic impact but a lower BC risk increase than stress. This 

could be attributed to inconsistencies in the clinical data investigated.  

Low to moderate exercise is responsible for the greatest reduction in the risk for BC (with a 

factor of 1.6). Physical exercise, however, has a smaller effect on BG than dietary fiber intake. 

This shows that physical exercise has other anti-carcinogenic properties (such as anti-

inflammatory properties (Das 2004)) in addition to its glycemic effect that accounts for its more 

rapid BC reduction.  

Controlling psychological stress in combination with some low to moderate physical activity is 

suggested for pro-active prevention of BC. 
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Conclusion 

Published studies have shown that BG plays a central role in BC development and protection. 

The state of the art, easy to visualize  model, used for the quantification of the different 

lifestyle factors’ glycemic influences provided a way to draw a comparison between their 

impacts on BC. Psychological stress doubles the risk for BC and is considered the largest 

contributor to carcinogenesis. Low to moderate intensity physical exercise is responsible for 

the greatest risk reduction and protection against BC. Further investigations into treatments 

for psychological stress for the protection against BC are recommended. 
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